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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to assess and analyse the Greek-Cypriots educational policy
regarding elementary and secondary education in Pafos‟ province, and to evaluate its
contribution to the development of education in Cyprus during the British administration from
October‟s revolt (1931) till the Independence of Cyprus (1960).

This aim includes an

examination of the administration of education in Pafos and its organisation within the
historical context, which includes both the Church and the Colonial Government‟s
involvement. It also includes an appraisal of education‟s operation and content in Pafos‟
province and particularly the school‟s management, the type of the schools that operated that
time as well as the students‟ participation and withdrawal. Finally, the thesis intention is to
investigate the probability of the influence of certain policies from the English educational
system to mainly secondary schools and to determine and interpret the policy that the
Colonial Government sought to impose on the secondary education of Pafos.

The study concludes that the British administration from 1931 and on tried to impose the
centralisation of the educational system in order to influence the Greek-Cypriots in favour of
the British Government. The Colonial authorities tried to influence schools timetables and
curricula by emphasising on teaching English language and history at the expense of the
Greek ones. However, the British could not put into effect their intentions, due to the
pressure that the majority of the citizens and the Church exercised on the Colonial
Government. Finally, the thesis remarks that Greek-Cypriots education in Pafos‟ province
was strong enough to survive and improve not only through schools, but through the sociocultural development due the initiatives of its scholar-citizens as well.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of Cypriot education during the English domination period between the October
Revolt (Οθησβξηαλά)1 and the Independence (1960) has not been researched thoroughly yet.
The existing studies are relatively few and concentrate in shaping a general picture of the
development of the education of Cyprus during the aforementioned period, like the works of
A. Kouros2 and Kleovoulos Myrianthopoulos,3 or deal with more specialised educational
subjects. In the latter category we find the work of Panayiotis Persianis4 which attempts a
systematic investigation of the conflict of the Church with the Colonial Government, by
examining both the sectors of the administration and the content of education. In the same
category also belongs the work of Konstantinos Spyridakis,5 which outlines the objectives and
the intentions of the Colonial Government, as well as the work of W. W. Weir6 that mainly
examines how Cyprus‟ education had been influenced by other countries.

Apart from the aforementioned studies, which cover the Cypriot provinces, there also exist
certain others that attempt to investigate several educational issues regarding particular
provinces, villages or cities. The research work of Kostas Kyrris,7 for example, examines the

1

See “Ζ Αγγινθξαηία ζηελ Κύπξν (1878-1960)” in Ηζηνξία ηωλ Διιήλωλ, Κύπξνο, v. 15, Athens: Ekdoseis
Domi 2n.d. pp. 507-31, Rolandos Katsiaounis, “Cyprus 1931-1959: The Politics of the Anti-colonial Movement”,
Epetirida tou Kentrou Epistimonikon Erevnon, XXXIII, 2006, pp. 441-69, Kostas Ierokipiotis, “Σα Οθησβξηαλά
ζηελ Πάθν”, Eleftherotypia (Cyprus), (21), October 1984, p. 5, Andreas Chatzithomas, “Ο πξνάγγεινο κηαο
κεγάιεο επαλάζηαζεο: Σα Οθησβξηαλά”, Chroniko, 73, 20 October 2002, Chrysanthos Chrysanthou,
“Παικεξνθξαηία”, Κypros (Istoria): Prosopa kai Gegonota, 30, 6 July 2003 and Petros Stylianou, Τν θίλεκα ηνπ
Οθηώβξε ηνπ 1931 ζηελ Κύπξν, Diatrivi epi didaktoria, Panepistimio Ioanninon 1984.
2
A. Kouros, Education under the British Administration (1878-1958) University of London Press: London 1959.
3
Kleovoulos Myrianthopoulos, Ζ Παηδεία ελ Κύπξω επί Αγγινθξαηίαο (1878-1946), Lemesos 1946.
4
Panayiotis K. Persianis, Church and State in Cyprus Education: The contribution of the Greek Church of
Cyprus to Cyprus Education during the British administration (1878-1960), Lefkosia 1978.
5
Konstantinos Spyridakis, Ζ Δθπαηδεπηηθή πνιηηηθή ηεο ελ Κύπξω Αγγιηθήο Κπβεξλήζεωο (1878-1952), Ekdosis
Grafeiou Ethnarchias Kyprou: Lefkosia 1952.
6
W. W. Weir, Education in Cyprus: Some Theories and Practices in Education in the Island of Cyprus since
1878, Cyprus 1952.
7
Kostas Kyrris, Ηζηνξία ηεο Μέζεο Δθπαηδεύζεωο Ακκνρώζηνπ 1191-1551: ηδίωο δε ηνπ Δ.Γ.Α., Lefkosia 1967.
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development of secondary education in the city of Ammochostos, while Ar. Pilavakis8 gathers
useful information regarding the establishment of Lemesos‟ schools and the first appointed
schoolteachers. In addition, Magda Kitromilidou‟s9 research presents the contribution of the
Headmaster of the Semi-Gymnasium and the High School of Pafos (1915-1943), Paschalis
Paschalidis, through the personal archive that was saved.

Useful information of Pafos‟

education history, mainly during the first years of the English administration, can be found in
the work of Kleovoulos Myrianthopoulos,10 Loizos Filippou11 and Ieronymos Peristianis.12

The aforementioned literature review reveals that only few studies have attempted to examine
the development of education in a particular province of Cyprus in a systematic way.
Consequently, this thesis focuses on Greek-Cypriot education in the province of Pafos. We
only cover Greek-Cypriots education since there are no available archives or data for TurkishCypriots. Furthermore, the thesis also deals with the issue of education in Pafos during a
period whose boundaries are widely considered as milestones in Cypriot history: the first ever
revolt against the Colonial Government in 1931 and the Independence of Cyprus in 1960.
This period is characterised by the decision of the British administration for centralisation of
the educational system, in contrast with the first period of the British rule (1878-1930) which
was marked by the opposite policy of decentralisation.13 Moreover, education in the province
8

Ar. Pilavakis, Ζ Λεκεζόο θαη ηα ζρνιεία ηεο, Lemesos 1929.
Magda Kitromilidou, Τα Διιεληθά γξάκκαηα ζηνλ αιύηξωην Διιεληζκό – Ζ πεξίπηωζε ηνπ Γπκλαζίνπ Πάθνπ,
Lefkosia 1984.
10
Kleovoulos Myrianthopoulos, op. cit., pp. 233-41.
11
Loizos Philippou, Τα Διιεληθά Γξάκκαηα ελ Κύπξω θαηά ηελ πεξίνδν ηεο Τνπξθνθξαηίαο 1571-1878, Lefkosia
1930, p. 166 and pp. 320-33.
12
Ieronymos Peristianis, Ηζηνξία ηωλ Διιεληθώλ Γξακκάηωλ, από ηεο Τνπξθηθήο θαηαθηήζεωο κέρξη ηεο Αγγιηθήο
θαηνρήο, Lefkosia 1930.
13
“In 1933 he [the Governor] became the „central authority‟ in the administration, the determination of the
curriculum and the finance of the elementary schools”. Panayiotis K. Persianis, Church and State in Cyprus
Education: The Contribution of the Greek Church of Cyprus to Cyprus Education during the British
administration (1878-1960), Lefkosia 1978, p. 40. See also “Ηζηνξία ηεο εθπαίδεπζεο ηεο Κύπξνπ θαηά ηνλ 19ν
θαη 20ό αηώλα” in Ηζηνξία ηωλ Διιήλωλ, Κύπξνο, v. 15, Athens: Ekdoseis Domi 2n.d. pp. 722-29 and Kleovoulos
Myrianthopoulos, Κππξηαθαί Σειίδεο, Lemesos 1949.
9
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of Pafos began progressively to develop after 1931 due to the new policy that the government
adopted after the Pancyprian popular revolt of 1931, as well as the new socio-economic and
cultural conditions that began to shape in Pafos towards the end of the 1930s and mainly in
the decades 1940 and 1950. This is another main reason why this study has chosen to
examine the period from 1931 onwards.

The usefulness of studies dealing with local education history and the ascertainment that there
are not many treatises that examine education in Pafos thoroughly gave the motive for
undertaking this research. The study aims primarily to assess systematically Greek-Cypriot
elementary and secondary education in Pafos during the last period of the English
administration (1931-1960). More analytically, the main objectives of the thesis are the
following:


To examine the development of the administration of education in Pafos and its
organisation within the historical context that includes both the Church and the Colonial
Government‟s involvement.



To examine the operation of education in Pafos‟ province and particularly the school‟s
management and the type of the schools that operated at the time. Present and analyse,
in addition, in the light of the socio-economic context, students‟ participation and
withdrawal as well as the number of schools established and operated.



To examine the timetables and curricula as well as the educational methods which were
implemented in the elementary and secondary schools of Pafos and to investigate the
probable effects from the timetables and methods of the corresponding schools of the
rest of Cyprus and Greece.14 Another objective is to investigate the probability of the

14

For the issue of timetables and curricula that were in use in Cyprus see Charalambos Papadopoulos,
Δθπαηδεπηηθή Πεληεθνληαεηεξίο, Lefkosia 1975, W. W. Weir, Education in Cyprus: Some Theories and
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influence of certain policies from the English educational system 15 to mainly secondary
schools and to determine and interpret the policy that the Colonial Government sought
to impose in the secondary education of Pafos.

Finally, the thesis adopts the following structure for each chapter: Chapter One examines the
administration of education in Pafos‟ province and various matters that are related with the
period system of school management, mainly in conjunction with the corresponding
legislative Government‟s regulations. The chapter also considers the consequences that the
aforementioned subjects had in the School Committees composition and their jurisdictions. It
also examines several problems that the Committees faced due to schools‟ operation and
management.

Chapter Two covers Pafos‟ province operation of education and content.

Issues which concern the types of the schools that established and operated, the number of
schoolteachers, student population, the rates of student dropouts as well as the timetables and
curricula of both elementary and secondary education schools are thoroughly examined. Both
chapters recapitulate the facts of the aspects that were presented respectively, following an
overview evaluation for each one. Finally, the thesis closes with a general conclusion.

It is vital, however, to outline the historical context of the period under examination, because
it will help us understand better the appraisal of educational history in Pafos‟ province.
During the period in question (1931-1960), the most important events that marked the history

Practices in Education in the Island of Cyprus since 1878, Cyprus 1952. For the issue of timetables and
curricula that were in use in Greece see D. Antoniou, “Σα Πξνγξάκκαηα ηεο Μέζεο Δθπαίδεπζεο (1833-1929)”,
Istoriko Archeio Ellinikis Neoleas, (A), Athens 1967, Alexis Dimaras, Ζ κεηαξξύζκηζε πνπ δελ έγηλε (Τεθκήξηα
Ηζηνξίαο), vol. A, Athens: Nea Elliniki Vivliothiki 21987 & vol. B, 1988.
15
For issues that concern the English educational system see H. C. Barnard, A History of English Education from
1760, London: University of London Press 1971, H.C. Dent, The Educational System of England and Wales,
University of London Press Ltd: London, 1975, B. Simon, The Two Nations and the Educational Structure
(1780-1870), Lawrence and Wishart: London 1981, B. Simon, The Politics of Educational Reform 1920-1940,
Lawrence and Wishart: London, 1978.
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of Cyprus, and influenced to a large extent the educational matters of the island, were the
revolt of 1931,16 World War II, and the struggle for freedom of 1955-59.17 The revolt of 1931
was a result of the hard economic measures which the Colonial Government implemented,18
as well as the disappointment of the Greek-Cypriots from the refusal of England to satisfy
their demand for “Έλσζηο” (Enosis – Union with Greece).19

In the economic sector, the negative consequences of the world economic crisis were still
overwhelming due to the prevailing lack of rain, from which farmers suffered the most.20
Indeed, the 1930s found Cyprus facing the disheartening results of drought exacerbated by the
effect of the worldwide depression and the years of tribute payment. 21 To deal with this
situation, the farmers were forced to borrow money and mortgage their properties. Indicative
of the farmers‟ terrible situation is the fact that their total debt in 1931 amounted to two
million Cyprus pounds (CYP).22

Moreover, the bad economic situation was further

deteriorated by new taxation that the Colonial Government imposed in 1931, which amounted
16

For the causes of the riots see Rolandos Katsiaounis, Labour, Society and Politics in Cyprus during the Second
Half of the Ninetenth Century, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre 1996, Rolandos Katsiaounis, Ζ Γηαζθεπηηθή
1946-48. Με αλαζθόπεζε ηεο πεξηόδνπ 1878-1945, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 2000, pp. 34-38,
Rolandos Katsiaounis, “Social and Political Change in Cyprus, 1878-1924”, Δπεηεξίο, 1995, Robert Holland &
Diana Markidis, The British and the Hellenes: Struggles for Mastery in the Eastern Mediterranean, 1850-1960,
Oxford: Oxford U.P. 2006, J. A. Mangan, The Imperial Curriculum: Racial Images and Education in the British
Colonial Experience, London: Routledge 1993, G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald
Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, Chrysanthos Chrysanthou,
“Παικεξνθξαηία”, Κypros (Istoria): Prosopa kai Gegonota, 30, 6 July 2003, Petros Stylianou, Τν θίλεκα ηνπ
Οθηώβξε ηνπ 1931 ζηελ Κύπξν, Diatrivi epi didaktoria, Panepistimio Ioanninon 1984.
17
See Giorgos Giorgi, “Ο αγώλαο ηνπ 1955-1959”, Κypros (Istoria): Prosopa kai Gegonota, 17, 30 March 2003,
Petros Papapolyviou, “ηα ρξόληα ηεο EOKA: Από ηνλ έλνπιν αγώλα ζηελ αλεμαξηεζία”, Chroniko, 96, 30
March 2003 and Andreas Chatzithomas, “Όηαλ νη Κύπξηνη επαλαζηαηνύζαλ”, Chroniko, 121, 28 September
2003.
18
G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis,
Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, pp. 35-45.
19
For the issue of “Έλσζηο” see Petros Papapolyviou, “Tν Δλσηηθό Εήηεκα: Οη αγώλεο κέρξη ην δεκνςήθηζκα
ηνπ 1950, ηα απόξξεηα ληνθνπκέληα ησλ Βξεηαλώλ”, Chroniko, 85, 12 January 2003.
20
G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis,
Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, pp. 29-67.
21
Diana Markides and G. P. Georgallidis, “British Attitudes to Constitution-Making in Post-1931 Cyprus”,
Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 13, 1995, p. 63.
22
G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis,
Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, pp. 29-67.
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to 20,000 CYP. This taxation was imposed by “Γηάηαγκα ελ πκβνπιίσ”,23 because the
corresponding draft of law that was prepared by the Government was later rejected by the
Parliament.

The indignation of the Greek-Cypriots was growing continuously, because

despite their protests, the Government continued to dispatch every year in England the socalled “θόξν ππνηειείαο”, that amounted to 92,799 British pounds; a fact that had adverse
consequences for the economic situation of Cyprus.24

In the political arena, the Greek-Cypriots, with the guidance of the Ecclesiastical leadership
and members of the Cypriot Parliament (MP), did not cease to demand the Union of Cyprus
with Greece. This demand was the main objective of the “Δζληθήο Οξγάλσζεο Κύπξνπ”,
which was the most important organised political force of the island, with the Archbishop as
President and members the Metropolitan Bishops (Metropolite), the Greek MP and
representatives from each province.25

Indeed, in July 1978 the turning over of Cyprus from an Ottoman province to a British colony
effected an important overhaul in both the social and the political arena of the island. This
was not so much the result of a policy of vision from the Government in London; the first
British officials on the spot were military men, and the civilians who succeeded them, shaped
in the colonial spirit of the time, conducted themselves as enlightened despots, at best.26 The
executive was firmly and unequivocally in the hands of the British. By Order in Council, on
October 7, 1878, executive authority rested with the High Commissioner, answerable to the
23

The Order in Council was an obligatory Order that was used by the Government to impose a draft of law that
had been rejected by the Parliament.
24
Discussed below. Also, for the term “θόξν ππνηειείαο” see G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship
of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, pp. 29-67.
25
For “Δζληθή Οξγάλσζε Κύπξνπ” see Doros Alastos, Cyprus in History: A Survey of 5000 Years, London:
Zeno Publishers 21976, pp. 350-51.
26
Rolandos Katsiaounis, Labour, Society and Politics in Cyprus during the Second Half of the Ninetenth
Century, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre 1996, pp. 65-72.
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Colonial Office. He was assisted by an Executive Council, nominated by him and made up
by another four senior British officials.27

At the same time, the Greek-Cypriots and the Church‟s attitude towards the political change
of July 1878 was reflected in their way of welcome of the first British High Commissioner,
Sir Garnet Wolseley. In accordance with certain texts28 a Greek Prelate had welcomed the
first British Commissioner:
We accept the change of Government inasmuch as we trust that Great Britain will help
Cyprus, as it did the Ionian Islands, to be united with Mother Greece, with which it is
nationally connected.29

This address is first referred to in 1903, and ascribed to Archbishop Sophronios, in a
memorial of the Greek members of the Legislative Council to the Secretary of State for the
Colonies. At the time the idea of citing it in the memorial had been to indicate that “the
British had in 1878 been accepted by the Greeks of Cyprus through some sort of contract,
which would only be binding so long as it led to Enosis”.30

However, there were two main ethnic communities in Cyprus, the Greek-Cypriots and the
Turkish-Cypriots, and two dissimilar compelling national cultures. Both the Greek-Cypriots
and the Turkish-Cypriots felt very strong national pride, held high national expectations and
rejected any government initiative in controlling their schools or minimising the significance
27

“The same Order in Council established a seven member Legislative Council. This was also headed by the
High Commissioner who nominated the rest of its members: three official members who were senior British
functionaries of the Government, and three unofficial members, who were Cypriots.” Rolandos Katsiaounis,
Labour, Society and Politics in Cyprus during the Second Half of the Ninetenth Century, Lefkosia: Cyprus
Research Centre 1996, p. 65.
28
SA1:551/1903, “A Memorial from the Greek Population of Cyprus to the Right Honourable Mr. J.
Chamberlain, His Majesty‟s Secretary of State for the Colonies”, signed by Kyrillos, Bishop of Kitiou, and the
Greek members of the Legislative Council, Public Archive of Cyprus, p. 15.
29
Ibid.
30
Rolandos Katsiaounis, Labour, Society and Politics in Cyprus during the Second Half of the Ninetenth
Century, Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre 1996, p. 25.
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of their culture.31 The British felt that it was about time to use education as a medium of
cultural integration. They wanted to induce the Cypriots to abandon their political orientation
towards Greece and Turkey, “two foreign countries”, and acquire “a higher conception of
their responsibilities as Cypriots and of the position of Cyprus as a part of the British
Empire”.32 In particular, they decided to use education for “creating a new middle class
which would be culturally dependent and politically supportive”.33 In addition, such a class
would act as a mediator between the colonial state and the masses. In accordance with an
official of the Colonial Office, the “Cypriotisation of the services”, which was “pushed along
by the governor” in the 1930s and the 1940s, had “a great political value in stabilising as least
a section of the Cypriot population by giving them and their relations a stake in the
administration”.34

Nevertheless, in April 1931, during the debate in the legislative council on unpopular
supplementary bills for further taxation to reinforce the 1931 budgetary receipts, the Cypriot
elected members, both Greek and Turkish, behaved with such a “measure of efficiency that
the council acted once as a real check on the government”.35 Having argued so convincingly
against increased taxation and supportive of cuts in government spending that even the
Colonial Office found itself in private agreement with them, the Greek and Turkish members
surprisingly succeeded in cooperating “to defeat the government over the customs and excise

31

Panayiotis Persianis, “The British Colonial Education „Lending‟ Policy in Cyprus (1878-1960): an intriguing
example of an elusive „adapted education‟ policy”, Comparative Education, 32, 1, 1996, p. 50.
32
CD of the governor of Cyprus to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, 15 June
1933, CO 67/249/14, p. 125.
33
Panayiotis Persianis, “The British Colonial Education „Lending‟ Policy in Cyprus (1878-1960): an intriguing
example of an elusive „adapted education‟ policy”, Comparative Education, 32, 1, 1996, p. 56.
34
Note of the Director of Education J. R. Cullen to the Governor of Cyprus, 3 January 1935, CO 67/259/13, p.
35.
35
Diana Markides and G. P. Georgallidis, “British Attitudes to Constitution-Making in Post-1931 Cyprus”,
Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 13, 1995, p. 65.
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bill”.36 In a period of real financial distress for the people of Cyprus, their representatives had
acted responsibly in their interest.

However, Sir Ronald Storrs, the governor, “panicking at this unexpected display of
constitutional power on the part of the Cypriots, refused to conform to the will of his
legislature”.37 He explained to the Colonial Office that the offending Turkish member had
withheld customary support for the government because he “was in the pay of the GreekCypriots who now had the whiphand ... and had definitely decided for political reasons to
push their advantage to the limits”.38 Storrs claimed that the perfectly constitutional action of
the local legislature was an act of insubordination that had to be overruled.

This was

promptly done in September 1931 by the issue of an imperial Order in Council (that have
been mentioned above) imposing the tax increases on the Cypriots.

The British government‟s display of “arrogant disregard for the degree of popular
representation provided by the existing constitution, and moreover concerning a matter of
taxation in a period of extreme economic hardship, carried with it the classic ingredients of
revolt”.39 For the Greek-Cypriots, such a situation could only re-ignite the latent aspiration
for union with Greece. The resignation of the Metropolite of Kition, Nikodimos Mylonas,
from his position as an MP was decisive for the beginning of the revolt in 1931, and so was
his Proclamation addressed on 17 October 1931 to the people, in which, among others, he
stated:
36

G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis,
Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, pp. 568-574.
37
Diana Markides and G. P. Georgallidis, “British Attitudes to Constitution-Making in Post-1931 Cyprus”,
Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 13, 1995, p. 65.
38
G. P. Georgallidis, Cyprus and the Governorship of Sir Ronald Storrs: The Causes of the 1931 Crisis,
Lefkosia: Cyprus Research Centre, 1985, p. 578.
39
Diana Markides and G. P. Georgallidis, “British Attitudes to Constitution-Making in Post-1931 Cyprus”,
Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 13, 1995, p. 66.
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Let us raise in broad daylight the Union flag and continuously intensify our efforts to
rally around it, and by repenting and leaving behind us the animosity to aim for our
national deliverance in every way possible through our Union with motherland
Greece.40

The rest of the Greek MPs resigned after the Metropolite of Kition, an event that sparked the
beginning of the dynamic revolt in Cyprus. Under the slogan “No to those who ran taxes
down our throats. Long live Enosis”,41 a large crowd marched on Government House in
Lefkosia and “without premeditation torched it in an extravagant act of defiance”. 42 This
serious incident culminated with the death of a person and injuries of many others.43

In Pafos the events began on 22 October 1931 with the gathering of the residents of Ktima at
the Bishopric, where the priest Gennadios Macheriotis, the Mayor of Pafos Nikolaos I.
Nikolaidis, the MP of Pafos Christodoulos Galatopoulos and the lawyer Sotiris Markidis said
a few words.44 Afterwards, they organised a demonstration in the main streets of Ktima,
while a detachment of English soldiers landed in the harbour of Kato Pafos from the martial
ship “Agasta”. In the meantime many villagers, who were linked to the other demonstrators,
began to descent at Ktima. In the incidents that followed, the English authorities arrested a lot
of residents of Ktima and of the villages, whom they prosecuted to court. It is important to
mention that during the episodes, which happened in the village of Pissouri (this is a region at
the border of two provinces: Pafos and Lemesos), the MP Christodoulos Galatopoulos was
40

Petros Stylianou, Τν θίλεκα ηνπ Οθηώβξε ηνπ 1931 ζηελ Κύπξν, Diatrivi epi didaktoria, Panepistimio
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arrested. He was condemned later to imprisonment for exhortation of the residents to revolt
and for destruction of government property (three and four years respectively).

The

Metropolite of Pafos, Leontios,45 played an important role in this dynamic revolt, but he was
condemned in a fine of 250 CYP46 and was restricted in his Metropolitan See for his
involvement.47

The months following the uprising were characterised by draconian measures applied “to
bring the Cypriots to heel”.48 On 28 October 1931 the legislative council was suspended49
and the governor was given full powers to promulgate laws. He could be overruled only by
the king and the secretary of state. The executive council, set up in 1878 to advice the
governor on executive matters, and consisting, of senior officials and three nominated Cypriot
non-officials (two Greek and on Turk), continued to function.50

World War II had an impact on Cyprus as well, even if the island was not in the area of the
military operations. The Greek-Cypriots had been feeling intensely the need to help Greece in
its fight against fascism from the first moment of the Italian attack. Many were the Cypriots
that went to Greece and enrolled as volunteers in the Greek army, while others contributed
what they could in money and goods. Nonetheless, many Greek-Cypriots had also been
enrolled in the English army and fought in the battle-front of the Middle East, Italy, and
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elsewhere.51 Among the volunteers there were many from the province of Pafos as well.
Moreover, many refugees from Greece found protection in Pafos during the German
occupation.52

In post-World War II Cyprus the Greek-Cypriot political catchphrase increasingly became
“No to the constitution. Enosis and only Enosis”.53 At the same time, this period created a
critical dilemma for Britain. Its strategic needs and the suppressive policies implemented in
the aftermath of the failed 1931 Greek-Cypriot riots came into conflict with the values
advocated by liberal democracies during the war. Life in Cyprus could not return to preWorld War II island since 1931. The working class had grown in numbers and organisations
and its political aspirations were expressed by ΑΚΔΛ (Αλνξζσηηθό Κόκκα Δξγαδόκελνπ
Λανύ)”,54 the legal version of the banned communist party of Cyprus.55 AKEL‟s strength had
already began to been proven by its success in the 1946 Municipal elections, following
Britain‟s failed attempt (1946-1948) to create a Consultative Assembly to draft a new colonial
constitution for Cyprus.56

During the period 1943-1953 intense political life had developed in Pafos that mainly centred
on the Municipal elections as well. It is important to mention that during 1931-1943, the
English authorities applied a “nominated” election system for the Municipal elections, due to
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prohibitory measures they imposed after the events of October 1931. The English
Government appointed Nikolaos I. Nikolaidis as Mayor of the city of Pafos; a position
however, that he already possessed as an elected Mayor from 1923. The political parties that
existed in Pafos in the decade of 1943-1953 were the left wing party AKEL, the party of
Nikolaos Nikolaidis, “Πξννδεπηηθόο πλδπαζκόο”, which constituted the right wing and the
“νζηαιηζηή Πξσηνπνξία” of Christodoulos Galatopoulos.57 The latter party had annexes in
other cities of Cyprus and in several large communities of other provinces. Collateral branch
of the “νζηαιηζηή Πξσηνπνξία”, were the “Δζληθή Παθηαθή Έλσζε Νέσλ” (ΔΠΔΝ) and its
expressive organs, the local weekly newspaper “Πνιηηηθή Δπηζεώξεζε” and “Νέα Πνιηηηθή
Δπηζεώξεζε”.58

The Municipal elections of March 1943 were contested by the “Πξννδεπηηθόο πλδπαζκόο”
of Nikolaos I. Nikolaidis, the ΔΜΔΚΛ (Δληαίν Μέησπν ησλ Δξγαηώλ θαη Δξγαδνκέλσλ ηεο
Πάθνπ) that collaborated with AKEL, and the “Δζληθν-ιατθόο πλδπαζκόο” of Christodoulos
Galatopoulos. The combination of Galatopoulos won the elections and ensured the five seats
that corresponded to the Greek citizens of Ktima.59 The combination of Galatopoulos gained
also the repeat elections that took place in 1945 for the fulfilment of a position that was void
in the City Council, as well as the elections of 1946 and 1949, while he was defeated in the
elections of 1953.60 Galatopoulos, a fierce supporter of the “Έλσζηο”, employed an intolerant
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and aggressive policy against the English both in his speeches on national holidays as well as
in his newspaper articles.61 What is more to the purpose, he accused his political rivals as
“θίιαγγινπο” (friends of the English) and “δηνξηζκέλνπο” (nominated).62

Furthermore, both AKEL and the party of Nikolaos Nikolaidis adopted a Unionist policy.63
Their political expressive tool was the local weekly newspaper “Pafos”, which was published
by the lawyer and scholar Loizos Filippou in 1921-1923 and 1930-1950.64 The newspaper
always supported a Unionist policy and that was obvious from its news reports and its
readers‟ articles.65

The struggle for freedom of 1955-59 was probably the most important event of the recent
Cypriot history and the most dynamic expression of the demand of Cyprus for Union with
Greece.66 Several factors contributed to the preparation of this struggle and its successful
conduct, most prominent among which was the schools and, generally, the education of the
people on the island.67 The schoolteachers maintained their love for Greece and declared the
right to freedom for many years in the elementary and secondary schools of Cyprus. Their
influence was evident in the events that took place in May 1953 during the official
61
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celebrations for the Crowning of the Queen of England Elizabeth II between the students and
the colonial police. The episodes were particularly serious in Pafos and resulted in the
suspension of the School Committees of the High schools. Moreover, the English authorities
took away the professional licence of the headmasters and of a few schoolteachers.68 It is not
an exaggeration to say that teachers and students alike played perhaps the most important role
in the struggle of 1955-59, counting several dead among them as well as political detainees.69
It is for these reasons that the schools, particularly the secondary education schools, were
targeted by the Colonial Government, which tried to suppress the fighting spirit of the
students and place education under its direct control.

In the socio-economic sector, despite the small improvement that began to be observed after
1931, the situation in Pafos continued to face serious problems, particularly during the decade
of 1930. In 1934, Pafos‟ farmers faced the serious problem of the guarantee of satisfactory
prices for their rural products (mainly cereals), the price of which descended considerably in
the last six years.70 Another serious problem that the farmers of Pafos also faced was that of
rural debts and coercive sales of their fortunes. The farmers demanded to benefit from low
rated loans from Cooperative Credit Companies; a measure that would save their properties
from the coercive sale. The economic situation began to improve after 1935 and mainly with
the beginning of World War II. The English authorities, because of the strategic position of
Cyprus, proceeded to the manufacturing of many defensive projects, providing a fiscal boost
and creating conditions of employment for many Cypriots.
68
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In the sector of education, the period 1931-1960 was dominated by the conflict between the
Colonial Government on the one side, and the Church and the Greek community on the other.
The main issue of the conflict was the control of education in Cyprus and the starting point
was the establishment of the Laws of 1923 and 1929.71 The efforts of the Government to take
absolute control over educational matters on the island were expressed with the establishment
of their new educational Laws.

The most important ones were the “Πεξί Γεκνηηθήο

Δθπαηδεύζεσο Νόκνο” (18/1933)72 and the “Πεξί Μέζεο Δθπαηδεύζεσο Νόκνη 25/1935 θαη
18/1952”.73

Along with these new Laws and other relevant Regulations, elementary

education, the administration, timetables and curricula were completely controlled by the
Government, while at the same time intervention in the secondary education also began.74 It
is important to mention that most of the School Committees had accepted governmental
intervention in their High Schools, in exchange for an economic subsidy from the part of the
state. However, in 1936, the Pancyprian High School, the High School of Pafos and the
Semi-High School of Keryneia rejected the governmental proposals.75

The foundation of secondary schools, particularly those of a business direction, both in Pafos
and in the rest of the island, was an important development in the educational matters of
71
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Cyprus in 1931-1960. During the period of 1940-1960, an important improvement in the
economic situation of the island had been observed, which contributed, to a certain degree, to
the improvement of the standard of living.76

The beneficial impact of the economic

improvement was more obvious in the secondary education, which exhibited an impressive
increase both in the number of new secondary schools and in the number of students. An
example of this growth is that only in Pafos, the College of Pafos (“Δκπνξηθό Λύθεην Πάθνπ”
or “Κνιιέγην Πάθνπ”), the High School of Polis Chrysochous (“Αλσηέξα Διιεληθή ρνιή”
or “Διιεληθό Γπκλάζην”) and the High School of Commerce of Polemi (“Αλσηέξα Δκπνξηθή
ρνιή Πνιεκίνπ”) had been founded.77

In the cultural sector, the period of 1931-1960 is characterised by rich intellectual and artistic
activity, which to a large extent can be credited to the lawyer and scholar Loizos Filippou78
and to the politician, poet and Mayor of Pafos, Christodoulos Galatopoulos.79 In 1932, Loizos
Filippou founded the athletic and intellectual Association Kiniras, which was the main
institution promoting the athletic and intellectual events of the province of Pafos.80 This
Association, apart from its rich athletic action, organised lectures, discussions, philological
memorials, philological and musical soirees, while at the same time maintained a choir, an
orchestra of mandolins and a theatrical department.81 It also published the weekly newspaper
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Pafos,82 and the monthly literary magazine Pafos (1935-1947), which with the Kypriaka
Grammata that was published in Lefkosia, were the only literary magazines of Cyprus.83

Christodoulos Galatopoulos,84 as Mayor of Pafos, founded the Elementary Library of Pafos in
1946 and enriched it with thousands of volumes of scientific and literary books, while at the
same time he established the Palamic feasts (Παιακηθέο γηνξηέο) in 1949, which took place
every year to the honour of Kostis Palamas.85 Responsible for the organisation of the Palamic
feasts from 1951 and onwards was the Fisiolatrikos Pnevmatikos Omilos Pafou, which also
developed appreciable cultural action.86 Cultural events were also organised by the political
parties, many educational Associations (that were founded after World War II), as well as the
schools of secondary education, with performances of ancient Greek tragedies and other
artistic events in villages of the province of Pafos.87
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CHAPTER ONE
ADMINISTRATION OF EDUCATION IN PAFOS’ PROVINCE (1931-1960)

1.1 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
1.1.1 LAW 18/1933 AND SUBSEQUENT REACTION
The responsibilities of the Council were limited, compared to those that were given under the
provisions of the Law 4/1929.88 Its role was only advisory and its responsibilities concerned
mainly areas regarding the height of the school taxation, which would impose the government
in each community for the maintenance of the school that functioned in that community.
Moreover, the Government had taken away the Council‟s right to select the programmes of
study, the courses and the textbooks that would be used in the elementary schools.89

In the above Law, was also included the “Πεξί ππνρξεσηηθήο εθπαίδεπζεο Νόκνο”90 of 1931,
which, however, was not placed in effect because the parents of the students (mainly of rural
regions) reacted to its application, as they would lose the help of their children at their
working occupations. On the contrary, the Working Federations favoured the Law, asking
from the Government to guarantee the obligatory education up to the age of fourteen years
old.91
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With regard to the Town School Committees, the Metropolite continued to be the President
and the Mayor the Vice-president, while the remainder seven members, according to the
provisions of the new Law, were nominated by the Governor. With the “Σξνπνπνηεηηθό
Νόκν” (27/1937),92 the acquired right of the Archbishop and the Metropolite to be presidents
of the School Committees was removed and the Greek Mayors of that time were nominated in
their place.93

The Rural Committees at the villages did not befall any change in their

composition. Their members continued to be the Mouhtar (President of the Community) and
four Azades (members), with main responsibility the maintenance of the school and the
determination of the school taxation, which they submitted to the Director of Education via
the Governor of the province.94

With the enforcement of the Law of 1933, a lot of the educational rights obtained by the
Church of Cyprus during the Ottoman period were taken away. More specifically, the loss of
authority that it had over the Greek Educational Council and the Town School Committees,
regarding the elementary education, caused the immediate reaction of the Church of Cyprus.
Members of the Church believed that the new measures taken by the Colonial Government
would assist in the transformation of the traditional Greek educational system into the British
one, and thus the alteration of the national identity of the country. As a result of this, the Holy
Synod of the Church of Cyprus sent a protest letter to the Governor of Cyprus demanding the
annulment of the new law enforced on the educational system.95
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There was also reaction coming from the members of the Greek Educational Council, various
organisations as well as School Boards from all cities across Cyprus. On 3 September 1933
in Pafos, Metropolite Leontios was named the new President of all School Committees.96
Metropolite Leontios, who was a strong supporter of the “Έλσζηο” (Union) of Cyprus with
Greece, was also accused and sentenced to a financial fine for his ideas. 97 Members of the
School Committee of Pafos were also Nikolaos Nikolaidis (who was named President of the
Committee in 1937), Omiros Dimitriadis, Menelaos Kakoyiannis, Stefanos Ioannidis, Fotios
Georgiadis, Sokratis Nikolaidis, Petros Papaioannou and Pavlos Kythreotis.

On 15 February 1933, the School Committee of Pafos in one of its meeting discussed in depth
the issue of the enforcement of the new law, and unanimously decided “όπσο απνζηαιεί
ζύληνκνο θαη νπζηαζηηθή δηακαξηπξία πξνο ηνλ Απνηθηαθό Γξακκαηέα”.98 The context of the
letter addressed the importance and the great role that the communities were playing
regarding the education of the children. Additionally, it stressed out that it is “νξζόλ θαη
δίθαηνλ νη θνηλόηεηεο αύηαη λα έρνπλ γλώκε επί ησλ αθνξώλησλ ηελ ελ γέλεη ιεηηνπξγίαλ ηνπ
ζρνιείνπ θαη ηελ κόξθσζηλ θαη δηαπαηδαγώγεζηλ ησλ ηέθλσλ ησλ”.99 It is worth mentioning
that the School Committees sent also a similar protesting letter to the Secretary of the
Colonial Government.100
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1.1.2 The Jurisdiction of the School Committees of Pafos and the
Rural Committees
For the maintenance of the school buildings, the Committee had the right to proceed to any
developmental project necessary; however, the Committee would first have to receive a
positive authorisation from the Educational Office of the Government.

Konstantinos

Spyridakis characteristically reports that “the centralization of power bestowed upon the
Governor and the director of Education had reached such a point that not only the school
teachers would depend solely on the Government, but also the slightest detail to the
construction and repair of toilets could only be made upon approval by the Director of
Education”.101 Moreover, for expanding the buildings or even constructing new ones, the
Committee had the right to ask for a loan from the Government through the Educational
Office; in order to reach the Educational Office, however, one had to go through the
Educational Council and with a specific proposal. For example, in 1931 the Committee
applied for a loan for the construction of a kindergarten, and again in 1933 for buying land
near the Neofyteion Urban School.102

Regarding the housing loan procedures, the Committee could also proceed with any relevant
actions considered as necessary; however, they had to previously submit a relevant
application to the Government to grant them a relevant authorisation. On this basis, during the
school year of 1936-37 it was decided that students from the 5th and 6th grade at the
elementary school of Kato Pafos would study at the elementary schools of Ktima.103 In 1941
it was also decided that the two elementary schools of Ktima would merge under a single
101
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Principal authority given that the Girls School of the area would be used for military
purposes.104 With regards to purchasing equipment for all schools, such as furniture, desks,
visual aids, and stationary, the Committee had to first issue a public statement in the press
requesting tenders. In relation to the above needs, the Committee was obligated, again to
submit a relevant application and receive a positive authorisation from the Educational Office.

The expenses of the School Committee were covered from the school taxation which was
imposed on the citizens of Ktima and Kato Pafos. The taxation amount that each household
had to pay depended, according to Law 4/1929,105 on the financial situation of each
household. The school distribution, as the imposed taxation was called, was also published in
the daily press. According to data presented in the Proceedings of the School Committee of
Pafos, the taxation amount during the school year 1946-47, fluctuated between 0.30 to 31.00
CYP for the area of the Diocese of Pafos.106 It should also be noted that with the same law
the Educational Cashier Desk was annulled and all Governmental expenses made for
educational purposes were covered from the Overall Governmental Budget. Below, certain
data of the school taxation that was imposed on the citizens of Ktima and Kato Pafos, for
specific school years, are reported:

In relation to the employment of new academic personnel, the School Committee of Pafos had
not been involved. In the mid June 1936, the Educational Office decided to decrease the
number of teaching personnel for Neofyteion Urban School and Dimitreion Girls School,
from four people to three in each school. Although the School Committees tried to annul the
above decision by sending an official letter to the Educational Office, the request was not
104
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approved. For hiring new personnel the Committee had to submit an application form, which
they did in 1947 by requesting the hiring of an additional schoolteacher at the Mikti (Mixed:
boys and girls) Urban School of Ktima.107

It should be noted that the responsibilities of the Rural Committees108 in the villages in
relation to educational issues where very similar to those undertaken by Town School
Committees. The control of the elementary schools of the villages was under the authority of
the elementary education inspector. The inspector visited each village school, two times per
year, and recorded his opinions as well as suggestions and proposals, in the special “Βηβιίνλ
Δπηζεσξήζεσλ” (Record of Inspections). In the Record of Inspections for the elementary
school of Peyia, for instance, the inspector recorded after his visit in 1932 that the school did
not have a map of Palestine as well as phytology pictures. 109 Then in 1937 it was realised that
there was a need for a barometer, a rain gauge, as well as Physics equipment.110 Moreover,
during the school year 1947-48 the Inspector noted in the Record of Inspections for the
elementary school of Panayia that “ην παιηόλ θηίξηνλ είλαη ζρεδόλ αθαηάιιεινλ θαη ην λένλ
ρξεηάδεηαη επηδηόξζσζηλ”.111 Similar notes were made in the Record of Inspections and for
other villages of Pafos‟ province as well. In order to be able to cover all these expenses that
aroused every year, the President of the Community owed to include a special amount in the
overall budget for the next year. However, on numerous occasions, the Rural Committee did
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not proceed to the necessary steps for the needs of the schools, because that would
automatically imply an increase to the taxes imposed on the citizens.112

1.2 SECONDARY EDUCATION
1.2.1 HIGH SCHOOL OF PAFOS
1.2.1.1 The direction of the High School
The “Πεξί Μέζεο Δθπαίδεπζεο Νόκνο 25/1935”,113 was published in September 1935, and
was considered a way by which the Government tried to impose its control in secondary
education as already achieved in the elementary educational system through the 18/1933 Law.
The new Law 25/1935, among others, set a new procedure for the registration of a school in
the Governmental registrars by setting that School Committee had to submit a relevant
application, which would explicitly report the type of the school, the timetables and curricula
of the school, as well as the course material to be covered. The application also had to report
the number of students attending, their names and the qualifications of the instructors
employed. Last but not least, the application also had to include information regarding the
financial resources required for the operation of the school during each school year.114

The new Law also included provision for all individuals interested in working as
schoolteachers in secondary education. According to the Law, the candidates had to submit to
the Educational Office an application seeking authorisation to practice their profession by
declaring that “they would make sure that their students were going to be good citizens of the
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British Empire”.115 The Law also provided that the Governor of Cyprus had under his
jurisdiction the approval or the rejection of any application for any school registration or even
suspension of the operation of any school. Moreover, the Governor had the power to approve
or to reject or even to recall authorisation to any schoolteacher from exercising their
profession as long as he thought it was necessary.116

On March 1936, the Government set and published the Regulations of the above Law;
according to the Law any secondary education school that did not satisfy the rules set by the
Director of Education on the courses, the timetable and curricula, the teaching periods, the
teaching effectiveness and the professional qualifications, would automatically be cut off
from any Governmental subsidy as well as subsidy for teaching in English. Additionally, the
schoolteachers of that school would automatically lose their Governmental funding which was
granted by the Colonial Government of Cyprus and the City Hall and that was distributed to
them by the School Committee.117 Regarding the Governmental subsidy, it should be noted
that although the distribution of the taxation which was collected from the citizens was
terminated through Law 4/1929,118 the Government continued to allow the distribution of the
10% of the taxation.119 Specifically, for the High School of Pafos, the Government gave
away 500 CYP per year and 100 CYP for schoolteacher subsidy.120

The first action that was taken by the School Committee of Pafos was to put into action its
original decision, which was to keep the High School operating in the traditional style, and at
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the same time began its efforts, for receiving greater financial contribution from the Diocese
of Pafos as well as from the Monasteries of Saint Neofytos and Panayias of Kykkos. Their
contribution would help in covering the deficit resulting from the termination of the
Government subsidy which amounted to 500 CYP.121

As a result of this, a small group of representatives from the School Committee visited the
Metropolite of Pafos, Leontios, who accepted their request for increasing the contribution
amount from 100 to 150 CYP under the term that the Throne Committee would give its
approval.122 At the same time, the Committee in one of its new meetings, on 8 April 1936,
decided that they had to prove to the Director of Education that the High School of Pafos was
very important for the area, and that the Governmental subsidy should not be terminated.
Additionally, it was decided to ask the Director of Education, “if he can recommend another
type of high school education for Pafos, the adoption of which would lead to the payment of a
government subsidy”.123 In case their proposal was rejected by the Director of Education, the
Committee decided to maintain the traditional style of the High School. In order to cover the
financial deficit, the Committee also decided to decrease the number of personnel by firing
them. In addition, it was also decided that the tuition fees had to be increased.124 In 11 May
1936, the English Director of Education, proposed a plan (Sloman‟s plan)125 for operating the
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first four grades of the High School based on the core courses. Additionally, from 5th grade
two parallel sections would operate: one for classic and one for commercial studies.126
The School Committee of Pafos, in various consecutive meetings, 127 examined thoroughly
Sloman‟s plan and realised that if they accepted the mixed type of High School it would result
in a financial deficit amounting to 610 British Pounds; an amount bigger than operating the
traditional High School. Additionally, it was also noted in one of the meetings that the
Metropolite was not willing to give away any subsidy in case that Sloman‟s plan was
accepted.

On the contrary, if the Committee was to maintain the traditional style, the

Metropolite was willing to increase the funding to 200 CYP. Finally, the Committee rejected
the mixed type of High School that was proposed, because, according to the report prepared
by the Sub-committee, it was found that “both from an educational and financial aspect the
Greek Gymnasium is the kind of High School Institution preferable to be adopted”.128 From
the members of the Committee, Neofytos Nikolaidis was the only one who disagreed.
Nikolaidis supported that, in case the Government would accept to cover the deficit resulting
from the new mixed type of High School, he would prefer that one, because it would better
serve the needs of the province of Pafos.129

Nonetheless, because the Committee did not want to appear against Sloman‟s plan, after a
serious study, they answered that they would be willing to accept the mixed type of High
School, with the condition that the Government would accept to cover the deficit of 610 CYP.
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The Government answered that it would cover the deficit under the condition that the new
High School would be gradually transformed into a mixed school. It is worth mentioning that
the reason given by the Committee that the financial difficulties were impossible to alter, it
was perhaps just an excuse the Committee used for rejecting the plan.130

The former

Headmaster, P. Pavlidis, reports in one of his articles that, “Paschalidis made our decision
clear to the school Committee by saying exactly the following: Gentlemen, we have come to
the decision to maintain the independence and classical orientation of our gymnasium. We
are determined to starve if we have to in order to preserve it. If need we will work for
free”.131 Finally, the School Committee gave orders to the Management of the school “to
construct a daily curriculum in terms within the strict guidelines of Greeks gymnasiums”.132
This subject surfaced back into discussion in 1938 due to financial problems, but no changes
were made to the structure of the school type followed.133

The Governmental proposals were rejected by the Pancyprian Gymnasium, the High School
of Pafos and the Semi-High School of Keryneia, which maintained their traditional type,
while the Commercial Lyceum of Larnaka and the Gymnasium of Famagusta, accepted the
proposal and thus became public-aided schools.134 By accepting the Governmental proposal,
the English and the Commercial courses were reinforced, while at the same time, the number
of teaching periods for the Ancient Greek course decreased.135 It should be reported, that in
the case of the Pancyprian Gymnasium, there was differentiation to some extent. The
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differentiation was on the fact that Pancyprian Gymnasium was not obligated to change its
timetable and curriculum completely, like the other two schools had.136

In an effort to intervene in the administration of the schools, the Government established in
July 1952 the “Γεκνζίσο επηρνξεγνύκελα ζρνιεία”.137 In this type of school, anyone could
change the curriculum by submitting to the School Committee application, following the
directions of the Educational Office and accepting Governmental control. In such a case, the
Government would accept to undertake the complete control for appointing and paying the
personnel as well as the Governmental subsidy for the construction of new school buildings.

The above plan of the Government had been accepted by eight Turkish schools of secondary
education and the High School of Commerce of Polemi in Pafos.138 The School Committee of
Pafos as well as the personnel of the High School of Pafos rejected the Governmental plan
and stressed out that they were not willing to work as schoolteachers in any school that would
accept the Governmental proposal, while the School Committee asked the Government to
“επαλαθέξε ηελ δηαθνπείζαλ από ην 1936 ηαθηηθήλ επηρνξεγήζεσο”.139

1.2.1.2 Administrative problems of the High School of Pafos
The episodes that occurred in Pafos were more serious than those which happened in the
whole of Cyprus and gave the opportunity to the Colonial Government to intervene in the
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control of the High School of Pafos.140

On 6 July 1953, the Colonial Government,

considering the School Committee of Pafos responsible for the facts which happened,
terminated immediately the nomination of the President and its members based on the
provisions of the new “Σξνπνπνηεηηθόο Νόκνο 28/1953”,141 which was established and placed
in effect only the previous day. The Government, with the amendment that brought up in
Chapter 203 of the “Πεξί Γεκνηηθήο Δθπαηδεύζεσο Νόκνπ 18/1933”,142 could appoint as
members of the School Committees of the cities “ηόζνλ αξηζκό αηόκσλ πνπ λα κελ
ππεξβαίλεη ηνπο ελληά”.143 Taking into consideration the above statement, the Government
proceeded to appoint in the place of the members of the School Committee of Pafos three
Governmental employees, completely irrelevant with the subjects of the administration of the
High School of Pafos.144 It is important to point out that this amendment was applied only in
Pafos, while in the other cities the Government continued to appoint nine members (non
Governmental employees) in the School Committees.145

Another revengeful measure that the Government took was the removal of the license of
practicing the profession from the High School Headmaster, Pavlos Pavlidis, and the
nomination in his position of Christos Pigiotis, who remained up to the school year 195556.146 The three Governmental employees who were appointed by the Government in order to
handle the questions of the School Committee showed complete indifference and ignorance of
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the problems of the secondary education of Pafos and particularly of the High School;
something that resulted in the creation of problems in the operation of the School. The
biggest problem was that of the students‟ discipline, which with their various actions showed
their opposition to the Governmental measures.

The operation of the High School was affected even more in July 1955, three months after the
beginning of the armed struggle for freedom147 with the new measures that the Government
took at that time. One of those measures was the removal of the license of practicing the
profession from the schoolteachers of the High School. Afterwards, a team of graduates of the
High School and parents of the students undertook the initiative and shaped a “πξνζσξηλή
Δπηηξνπεία ζσηεξίαο ηνπ Γπκλαζίνπ Πάθνπ”,148 and began intense steps and action for the
restoration of the administration of the High School in the hands of the previous Committee.

In the archive of the High School of Pafos, the correspondence file of the Mayor of Pafos
Iakovos Iakovidis with the Government is saved unpublished. This includes the documents
which were exchanged between the two sides with the arguments of everyone around the
subject of the School Committee and the operation of the High School. Many statements,
which were published by the “Δπηηξνπεία σηεξίαο” of the High School of Pafos, are also
saved as well as extracts from newspapers of the period that gave a wider cover to the facts of
Pafos.149
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Graduates, parents and guardians of the High School dispatched to the Governor of Cyprus a
memorandum with similar content, which was approved in an assembly on 21 July 1955. In
this memorandum, the aforementioned people protested against the decision made at the
expense of the schoolteachers of the High School and against the exercise of the
administration from the three Governmental employees, with the argument that, “ε παξακνλή
ησλ απνηειεί πξόθιεζε πξνο ηα αηζζήκαηα ησλ πνιηηώλ ηνπ θηήκαηνο θαη είλαη επηβιαβήο
πξνο ηα θαιώο λννύκελα ζπκθέξνληα ηεο ελ Πάθσ Παηδείαο”.150

In November of 1955, after contacts between the Mayor of Pafos and the Office of Education,
the Government withdrew its terms and nominated a new School Committee of Pafos with the
following composition: Nikolas Nikolaidis (President), Ioannis Agrotis (Vice-president) and
Costas Theodosiou, Efthyvoulos Ieropoulos, Menelaos Kakoyiannis and Christodoulos
Makridis (members).151 The Government also renewed the license of profession of the High
School Headmaster, Pavlos Pavlidis, who undertook once again the Management of the High
School as of the school year 1956-57.

Similar problems in the relations of the Government and the School Committee of Pafos were
created during the struggle of freedom in 1955-59 as well, particularly in the school year
1955-56. The Government, due to the continuous abstention of the students of the High
School from the courses and their attendance to anti-Governmental demonstrations during the
above school year, prohibited the utilisation of the school building of the High School and for
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this reason the courses took the form of tutorial lessons that were conducted in the houses of
the schoolteachers.152

A problem was also created in the area of finding instructional

personnel due to the arrest of many schoolteachers of the High School.153 This problem got
worse with the deportation from Cyprus of all the schoolteachers from Greece, who worked in
the schools of secondary education. The confrontation of this issue occupied regularly the
Educational Council of Ethnarchy.154

The financial problem was also one of the most serious difficulties that the School Committee
of Pafos faced.

The problem became more acute in 1936 with the termination of the

Governmental subsidy that amounted roughly to 500 CYP.155 For the confrontation of the
above problem and after the actions of the Committee, the subsidy of the Diocese of Pafos
was increased from 100 to 150 and later to 200 CYP. The subsidy of the Monastery of Saint
Neofytos was also increased from 30 to 106 and later to 140 CYP and the subsidy of the
Monastery of Panayias Chrysoroyiatissas to 10 CYP annually.156 The remaining incomes of
the Committee emanated from the tuition fees that were paid by the parents who represented
the 50-90% of the income‟s total. The biggest part of the expenses of the School Committee
152
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of Pafos was used mainly for the needs of the payment for the instructional personnel, the
maintenance and extension of the building of the High School. The table below reports
certain amounts that were disposed for the salaries of the schoolteachers:

The salaries of the High School of Pafos schoolteachers were among the lowest in whole of
the Cyprus and for this reason the Staff Meeting submitted occasionally demands for
increases. In 1939, the schoolteachers of the High School decided to ask from the School
Committee, “that the salary of high school teachers would depend on qualifications and
experience and that a salary scale would be put in place”.157 In 1950, the schoolteachers of
the High school asked again for an increase in their salaries with the excuse that they were
lower by 20% than those of the Pancyprian Gymnasium.

The Committee accepted the

demand of the schoolteachers and at the same time decided to establish a Fund of Providence,
proportional with that of the Pancyprian Gymnasium.158 As from 1955 the School Committee
classified the schoolteachers of the High School for payment purposes to four classes: In class
A University‟s graduates were classified, in class B those who had three years of studies, in
class C those who had studied for a duration less than three years and in class D those who
were holders of certain certificates. A special benefit was also granted to the High School‟s
Headmaster and the Head Assistant.159

However, it should be mentioned that the salaries of the schoolteachers of the High School as
well as the salaries of the schoolteachers of the secondary schools of Cyprus that were not
subsidised by the Government, fluctuated in the period of 1945-47 between 72-180 CYP for
the non-holders of academic qualifications and 120-216 CYP for the University graduates.
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Comparable, it should be noted that in the same period the salaries of the schoolteachers of
the elementary education fluctuated between 90-220 CYP.160

The School Committee of Pafos had also the responsibility for the maintenance of the High
School, its provision with desks and supervisory means161 as well as for issues concerning the
purchase of textbooks, which were bought from bookshops of Pafos or were ordered directly
from Athens.162 The confrontation of the housing needs of the High School, were also a very
serious problem which was continuously rising due to the increase of the students that
attended in the school year of 1944-45. The problem of the classrooms that was observed at
that time was resolved provisionally with the accommodation of certain classes in the
building of the kindergarten. However, the need for construction of a new building was made
particularly perceptible during the school year 1952-53, due to the decision of the Office of
Education to allow the utilisation of the kindergarten‟s building for the needs of the High
School. The Committee for the final resolution of the housing problem decided that a new
High School building had to be erected in a land that previously had been bought in the
central Pafos‟ avenue.
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After the preparation of the plans of a classic style building, the excavation of the foundations
began in 1952.163 The project was completed in 1959 after a big delay that was mainly due to
the pause of the members of the School Committee of Pafos in 1953. The replacement of its
members with the three appointed Governmental employees had as a consequence the lack of
the essential interest for the promotion and resolution of the problems of the High School.164

It is worth mentioning that the Government did not provide any financial help to the School
Committee for the construction of the new building. It only approved the architectural plans
and the application that was submitted by the Committee for the contraction of a loan. The
new building cost 27 800 CYP,165 part of which was covered with the following donations:

1.2.2 COMMERCIAL LYCEUM (COLLEGE) OF PAFOS
The establishment of the School Committee was essential because the Commercial Lyceum as
a private School was not liable to the administration of the School Committee of Pafos that
was only responsible for the elementary education and the High School of Pafos. The first
School Committee of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos was constituted by the following:
Charalambos Liasidis (President), Eratosthenis Liasidis (Vice-president) and Michalis
Michailidis, Lazaros Filippou, Ioannis Maratheftis, Michalis Dimitriou and Charalambos
Thrasivoulou (members). Kostas Liasidis was appointed as Headmaster of the school with an
annual salary of 90 CYP.166
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One of the first actions of the School Committee was the submission of an application to the
Government for the registration of the school and for obtaining a licence of operation. At the
same time, a meeting with the Director of Education was conducted during which it was
indicated to the members of the Lyceum‟s Committee that the school should have had a
practical character and to give great emphasis to the courses of the English and the
Commercial Studies. The Director of Education approved the composition of the School
Committee according with the above terms and granted the relevant authorisation for the
operation of the Commercial Lyceum.167

Moreover, a delegation of the School Committee of the Lyceum had a meeting with the
Consul of Greece in Lefkosia, who was asked to help so that the school would be recognised
by the Greek Government.168 This recognition was essential because it gave the possibility to
the graduates of registering and studying at the Greek Universities. Due to the conditions of
World War II, with the absence of the Greek Government in Egypt, the issuing of recognition
delayed and was secured in 1948 after the delegation of the School Committee went to
Athens.169

One of the terms of the Greek Ministry of Education for issuing the recognition was the
acceptance and application of the Greek timetables and curricula. The Commercial Lyceum
was changed to College of Pafos following the acceptance of this term from the School
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Committee and was recognised as equivalent with the corresponding High Schools of
Greece.170 The College of Pafos functioned as a six class school from the school year 194849, with a parallel operation of two departments in the three last classes; that is, the Classic
Department and the Commercial Department.

An important development in the administration of the College relates to the removal of its
recognition by the Greek Government in 1950 after certain accusations that were made
against the school.171 Evidently, the Headmaster of the High School of Pafos with his letter
dated 25 July 1948 to the Minister of Education of Greece denounced the management of the
College of Pafos, that it did not have qualified schoolteachers and that the courses
“δηδάζθνληαη ειιηπώο”.172 He also reported that the recognition of the College, “manages to
damage our only national institution here, the classic Greek gymnasium of Pafos, a purely
public institution” and for these reasons asked the removal of the recognition.173 The Greek
Government after the actions of the Management and the School Committee of the College of
Pafos and mainly after contacts that a representative of the College had in Athens recognised
again the College in 1953 as equivalent with the corresponding six-class High Schools of
Greece.

The College of Pafos had a new issue arising in May and in June of 1953 due to the
attendance of the students in the proceedings for the celebrations for the Crowning of the
Queen of England. The English Director of Education with his letter, in June 1953, informed
170
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the Headmaster of the College of Pafos that he was removing his licence practising the
profession because “he utilized his position as Headmaster of this school for the purposes of
overturning good government and social class in Cyprus”.174 This punishment was finally
approved by the Deputy Governor of Cyprus, and was in effect from 16 June 1953 until 31
August 1953.175 At the same time, the Deputy Governor of Cyprus in his letter of July 1953
to the School Committee of the school “he was looking for reasons to avoid ordering the
Director of Education to proceed to deletion of the College of Pafos from the records of High
School Institutions”.176 Finally, the Colonial Government ceased the members of the School
Committee of the College and prohibited the use of the school building. These measures were
similar with the measures taken by the colonial authorities in the case of the School
Committee of Pafos as well as in the case of the High School‟s Headmaster.

Later on, and after the assurance of the Headmaster of the College that all the measures would
be taken for strengthening the order and discipline in the school, the Director of Education
with his letter (dated 19 October 1953), reported that “he will allow the school to operate
undisrupted for another year”.177 For this reason, the Director of Education granted the
license of profession to the Headmaster of the College, approved the members of the School
Committee that were proposed to him and allowed the use of the school building.178

The participation of the schoolteachers and the students of the College of Pafos in the struggle
of freedom of 1955-59 was important.

The students of the College participated in all
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demonstrations and other events that were organised in the town against the police and the
army, while many schoolteachers and students of the College were killed in battles against the
forces of the British army (Georgios Papaverkiou, Miltiadis Stylianou, Georgios
Konstantinidis and Takis Sofokleous).179

In 1955, the Colonial Government imposed to the School Committee strict measures and
terms in order to allow the operation of the school because of the participation of the
schoolteachers and students of the College in the events of 1955-59. Among these were the
prohibition of operation of the College in April of 1956 and the removal of the licence for
practicing the profession from all the schoolteachers of the College that came from Greece, a
fact that created serious problems in the smooth operation of the school, because the majority
of the schoolteachers of the College were from Greece. This problem was discussed in the
Educational Council of Ethnarchy in August 1956 and it was decided to take specific
measures for the confrontation of it.180

The financial management of the College of Pafos was also a responsibility of the Headmaster
and to a lesser degree of the School Committee that was informed in the regular meetings.
The College, with its registration, was classified in the category of the private, non publicaided schools of secondary education and for this reason it was not taking any Governmental
subsidy. The management of the College applied to the British Council, the Town Hall of
Pafos, the Diocese and many other institutions and asked for financial aid.181 In 1949, the
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Committee also dispatched a call for help to the expatriates living in the U.S.A., via a person
related to the Headmaster, which the Metropolite of Pafos, Kleopas, co-signed. The call was
outlining the following: “the history of the College‟s foundation, its contribution towards the
education of Pafos and at the end the contribution of the homogeny was asked for the school‟s
support”.182

The School Committee was preparing and approving the budgets of the College after the
proposals of the Headmaster. The expenses of the budgets concerned the maintenance of the
College, the payment of the schoolteachers, the rent of the school building and the
construction of the owned building and ranged from 645 CYP in 1942 to 6738 CYP for the
school year 1953-54.

The income of the College was emanating mainly from the tuition fees of the students, which
in the first years of the school‟s operation were very limited, due to the small number of the
students. In 1942-43, the income amounted to 575 CYP, an amount that corresponded to the
tuition fees of 115 students. It is worth mentioning, that the income was improved mainly
after the year 1953-54, when an important increase of the students had been observed. The
tuition fees in the above year were determined for 1st grade at 9 CYP, for 2nd grade at 10
CYP, for the 3rd grade at 12 CYP, for 4th grade at 13 CYP, for the 5th grade at 15 CYP and
for 6th grade at 21 CYP annually.183
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1.2.3 HIGH SCHOOL AND GYMNASIUM OF POLIS CHRYSOCHOUS
1.2.3.1 Establishment and Student Enrollment
In the summer of 1948, some citizens of Polis Chrysochous undertook the initiative for the reestablishment of a school of secondary education.

After relevant preparatory work, a

“πάλδεκνο” assembly of the region‟s residents was organised on 22 June 1948, in the
Association of Αθάκαο building, in which, “ε ίδξπζεο Αλσηέξαο Διιεληθήο ρνιήο εηο Πόιηλ
Υξπζνρνύο (δηηάμηνο ή ηξηηάμηνο) κε ζθνπόλ ηελ Γπκλαζηαθήλ εθπαίδεπζηλ ησλ καζεηώλ”184
was decided. During that assembly, the subject of viability of a secondary school in the
region was discussed as well as the issue of the expenses of its foundation. From the
discussions it was realised that the expenses which would be required for the foundation and
operation of such a School, for the first year, would be between 1000 and 1200 CYP; an
amount that, as all believed, would be covered from the Governmental subsidy and from other
contributions.185

Before taking a final decision, the assembly elected a provisional Committee of 17 persons,
with the command that all villages of the region examine how many students would like to
study under the foundation school and in which class. In the first meeting of the provisional
Committee, it was realised that the number of the students that would like to study in the
school amounted to 84, a number that was judged satisfactory. After taking the decision of
the establishment of the school, the provisional Committee elected “δηά βνήο”186 a Committee
consisting of ten members which was organised as follows: Pavlos Georgiou (President),
Sokratis Argyrou (Vice-president), Polyvios Charalambidis (Secretary), Christodoulos
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Papanicolopoulos (Cashier), and Xenophon Sarikas, Kostas Georgoulas, Kostas Achilleos,
Andreas Savvidis, Savvas Stefanou and Andreas Kouppas (members).187 What should be
clarified is that the School Committee had the responsibility only for the administration of the
High School of Polis Chrysochous, and its members were elected by the residents of the
community, contrary to the School Committee of Pafos, whose members from 1929 were
appointed by the Government and their responsibilities covered so much the elementary as
well as the secondary education.

One of the first actions of the School Committee of Polis Chrysochous 188 was the registration
of the School in the Registration archives of the Government, according to the provisions of
the Law 25/1935.189 At the same time, it was decided to start the process for the recognition
of the school from the Greek Government, to re-write its Statute of operation and to initiate
the efforts for securing economic resources, as well as the employment of teaching personnel.
Concerning the issue of the registration of the School, a serious disagreement resulted
between the School Committee and the English Director of Education G. F. Sleight, in
meetings held between them.190 By expressing the official educational policy, the English
Director of Education insisted that the School should have had a practical and technical
orientation, while the School Committee insisted on the classic direction of the School.191 A
proposal of the Committee concerning the operation of the School with classic and
commercial character, similar with that of the Commercial School of Pedoulas, was rejected
187
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by the Director of Education.192 Finally, after the exchange of opinions and discussions
between the School Committee of Polis Chrysochous and the Director of Education, the latter
accepted to register the School of Polis Chrysochous and to grant its licence of operation as a
four-grade school of classic direction for the year 1949-50. The above registration of the
School was made under the term that the School Committee would proceed to those actions in
order that the High School of Polis Chrysochous would gradually change into a High School
of commercial direction.193

The next action of the School Committee of the High School of Polis Chrysochous was to
ensure its recognition from the Greek Government and in order to succeed that, it began to ask
the opinion of the Greek Consul in Lefkosia, for issues regarding the employment of the
teaching personnel.194 Generally, the Greek Consul played an active role in the educational
issues of the Greek-Cypriot and had an important role in the issue of recognition.195 The
School‟s Headmaster completed all the required actions and after the authorisation of the
School Committee, the Greek Government, with a decision that was published in the
Newspaper of the Government of Greece, recognised “the four grades of the Greek high
school of Polis Chrysohous-Cyprus [AESPC] as equivalent to the four lower grades of the
old-type six-grade Government Gymnasiums still in operation”.196

Concerning the preparation of the Statute of the School, the Committee assigned the issue to
the Greek Headmaster of the school P. Katsimbris. After its composition, it was presented
192
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and approved by the General Assembly that took place on 19 November 1950.197 The parents
and guardians of the students, the founding members of the school, the Greek Municipal
Council of Polis Chrysochous, the Rural Committee and the Ecclesiastical Committee of Polis
Chrysochous participated at the assembly. The Statute was constituted by 20 Articles which
covered all the issues related to the administration, the curricula and in general the operation
of the school.198

Following an amendment of the Statute, which was made on 12 July 1953, the role of the
Church in the administration of the school was upgraded since Article 1 determined that the
School “ηειεί ππό ηελ επνπηεία ηεο Δθθιεζίαο, ν δε εθάζηνηε Μεηξνπνιίηεο Πάθνπ είλαη
επίηηκνο Πξόεδξνο ηεο Δθνξείαο ηεο ρνιήο θαη ex officio κέινο απηήο”.199 It was also
specified that “ν πξώηνο ηε ηάμεη”200 priest of the community of Polis Chrysochous would
also be an ex-officio member of the Committee.

Finally, the School was managed by nine members, seven elected and two as ex-officio.
Within those who had the right to be elected, the members of the Elementary Council, the
Rural Committee and the Ecclesiastical Committee were also added. As new Trustees, the
same people of the previous three-year period were elected until the end of the school year of
1960. The High School operated as a four-grade school, up to the school year of 1952-53.
During the next school year, a 5th grade was also added and from 1954-55 onwards it
changed its name into Gymnasium of Polis Chrysochous. With an order from the Ministry of
Education of Greece, which was published under No. 197/1955, issue A of the Governmental
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Newspaper (dated 23 July 1955), the 5th grade of the Gymnasium of Polis was recognised
during the school year of 1954-55 and the 6th grade from 1955-56, as equivalent to the 7th
and 8th grades of the eight class Gymnasia of Greece.201

1.2.3.2 Administrative problems of the School Committee of Polis
Chrysochous
This serious situation was discussed in meetings held in August 1956 by the Educational
Council of Ethnarchy in Lefkosia. It was decided to propose to the School Committee of
Pafos that a number of schoolteachers from the High School of Pafos should go for a few
days of the week to Polis Chrysochous in order to teach in the Gymnasium.202 This was
discussed by a special Committee of the parents and the guardians of the Gymnasium of Polis
Chrysochous‟ students in October 1956.

Another serious problem faced by the School Committee of Polis Chrysochous, was the
financial one, which was also a problem faced by all other School Committees. For this
reason and early on, the School Committee searched in different directions and made a lot of
efforts to find resources to cover the amount that was required for the operation of the school.
The first action of the Committee was to put forward the request for a financial subsidy which
was submitted to the Government. This request was never satisfied because the Government
demanded the acceptance of its terms as to the educational direction of the school. 203 The
amount ranging from 50-10 CYP per year sent to the School Committee by the Diocese of
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Pafos was also very important.

The Committee also received some help from the

ecclesiastical committees of the surrounding villages.204

Indicative of the seriousness of this problem was the fact that for finding the money in March
1951, a special meeting of the School Committee, the students‟ parents and residents of the
town and the village of Prodromi, together with the presiding board of the Charitable Ladies
Union of Polis Chrysochous, took place. It was decided that the members of the School
Committee visit the various communities, and ask for regular contributors.

They were

recording the names and the amount that each person paid as an annual contribution in a
special book.205

The School Committee also requested help from large companies and

financial factors in the whole of Cyprus.206

The housing was also a serious problem that preoccupied the School Committee. During the
first years, the school was accommodated in various private residences as well as in Αθάκαο
Association building.207 In 1950, a private residence was bought which cost 560 CYP, with a
loan made by the Committee.208 In 1955, the efforts of the Committee for the construction of
a privately owned school building in a property that was bought in 1954 with money that was
sent by Archbishop Makarios III were intensified.

In the above request of the School Committee, the Archbishop responded positively by
covering the major part of the construction‟s expenses, which amounted to 7000 CYP, “κε ηε
204
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ζπκθσλία όηη ην αλεγεξζεζόκελνλ θηίξηνλ ζα εγγξαθή επ‟ νλόκαηη ηεο Δθθιεζίαο ηεο Αγίαο
Παξαζθεπήο Πόιεσο Υξπζνρνύο”.209 The construction of the school building, which cost
8000 CYP, completed in 1957.210 Finally, the School Committee got a loan of 1500 CYP in
order to pay for additional works in the school building.211

1.2.4 POLEMI HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
1.2.4.1 Establishment and Student Enrollment
On 10 July 1949, an assembly of all the community of Polemi was made in one of the rooms
of the elementary school, “πξνο ζύζθεςηλ δ‟ ίδξπζηλ Αλσηέξαο ρνιήο θαη θαηαξηηζκόλ
Καηαζηαηηθνύ απηήο”.212 Following a brief outline and discussion concerning the foundation
of the school, it was decided to establish the Polemi High School of Commerce and the
school‟s Statute was approved. Articles 1-2 of the Statute referred to the name and location of
the School, while Article 3 determined the aim of the School, which was the provision of
education to the children of the countryside, “αλεμαξηήησο θπιήο ή ζξεζθεύκαηνο”,213 and on
the basis of the prepared curricula. Article 4 determined that the School would be “δηηάμηνο
κε πξννπηηθήλ εμαηαμίνπ ρνιήο”214 and Article 5 reported that “πξνλνκηνύρνο δηεπζπληήο ζα
είλαη ν δηεπζπληήο θαη ηδξπηήο απηήο Νίθνο Καξαπαηάθεο”,215 the duties of whom were
determined by Article 6. The Articles 7-10 referred to the resources and the management of
the School, which included a Committee of 10 members, who would be elected every five
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years, by those residents of Polemi who had the right to vote; those were all male residents of
the village who had completed their 22 year of age till the day of the election.216 In order to
be eligible to be elected, candidates had to be over 30 years old.

After the approval of the Statute, the General Assembly elected a Committee of eleven
members, which included the priest of the village, Papageorgios Neofytou and ten members
as consultants.217

From 1 November 1952, the new President of the Committee was

Panayiotis Lambrianou, and with only minor changes, the School Committee remained the
same during the period under investigation.218 It is worth mentioning that in the Proceedings
of the School Committee, there is no reference on any other General Assembly or other
elections for appointing a new Committee. The only reference for the re-election of the
Committee members was made in the Proceedings of the meeting held on 13 January 1952,
with the suggestion of the Headmaster of the School for maintaining the members of the
Committee “κέρξηο επηρνξεγήζεσο ηεο ζρνιήο θαη αλνηθνδνκήζεσο λένπ θηηξίνπ δηα
ζηέγαζηλ απηήο”.219

One of the first problems that the School Committee had to face was the issue of registration
of the School, on the basis of the provisions of the Law 25/1935 and the Regulations of
1936.220 In a meeting of a delegation of the School with the English Director of Education, G.
F. Sleight, the latter accepted to register the school under the condition that the School‟s
curricula would follow a commercial direction. The delegation of the School Committee
216
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agreed with the conditions set by the English Director, and ultimately the Government
registered the School of Polemi, with Registration Certificate No. 75 (dated 28 December
1952), and granted the authorisation of the operation of the School.221

A milestone in the history of the School of Polemi was the decision of the School Committee
in 1952 to submit an application to the Government, to register the School as “δεκνζίσο
επηρνξεγνπκέλεο”,222 according to the provisions of the Law 18/1952.223 According to this
Law, the Governor had the power to proclaim a school to be public-aided, after being
requested by the governing School Committee. In such a case, the schoolteachers‟ salaries
would be covered by the Government, which would undertake the complete control of the
School, both in terms of personnel employment and timetable and curricula.

The Proceedings of the School Committee reveal that members of the Committee had visited
the Office of Education intending to find out “κέρξη πνίνπ ζεκείνπ ήηαλ δηαηεζεηκέλν λα
βνεζήζεη”224 before submitting the application. The suggestions of the Government were
judged as satisfactory, because the School Committee finally submitted the application, which
was accepted, together with a letter that stressed the need for constructing a school building.
In 1958, the Committee decided to change the name of the school and re-name it to
Commercial Lyceum of Polemi,225 and in 1959 they changed it again into High School of
Commerce.
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1.2.4.2 Administrative problems of the School Committee of
Polemi
The personnel‟s payment was the largest sum covered by the Committee‟s revenues.
Personnel‟s payment in 1951-52 amounted to 750 CYP and in 1952-53 to 900 CYP.226 The
teachers‟ salaries were paid by the Government since March 1953, and these salaries were by
far better than the salaries of teachers of the non public-aided schools of secondary
education.227 The payment of the tuition fees by the students was the biggest part of the
revenues received. In 1952 the revenues received from fees were 906 CYP (ranging from 7
CYP for 1st grade to 14 CYP for 5th grade per student). A smaller part of the revenues were
the contributions of the village residents, the names of which were published in the daily press
of Cyprus. The financial state of the School Committee began to be improving after 1952
when the School became public-aided and the government paid the salaries of the personnel.
For this reason, in October 1953, 33 students of the School were exempted from the payment
of tuition fees, based on the existing terms of the Law 18/1952 for the provision of free study
in the 20% of the students.228

In order to deal with the housing problem, the School Committee used private residences in
the first two years. In 1951 the Committee got a loan from the Monastery of Panayias of
Kykkos and repaired the Metochi229 of the Monastery in Polemi and used it as a school
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building until 1953, when they abandoned it because of damages caused by the earthquake
that affected the province of Pafos that year.230 In the years 1953-56 the School Committee
used again private residences for the accommodation of the School.231 The efforts for dealing
with the housing problem were intensified in 1955, when the Director of Education permitted
it to proceed to the purchase of the required land against the amount of 150 CYP per acre. 232
For the construction of the school building the Committee raised a loan of 25 000 CYP from
the Government.233 For the project, which began in 1955 and was finished in August 1956,
were spent 26 800 CYP. The Committee was unable to pay the interests and the Government
provided the help of 7500 CYP. The rest of the debt was granted by the Government after the
Independence with the decision of the Archbishop Makarios III, President of the Republic of
Cyprus at that time.

The employment of instructional personnel was another issue that the School Committee had
to deal with. This issue was part of the administrative duties of the School Committee up to
the school year 1952-53. When the school became public-aided, the Office of Education
publicly announced the vacancies and after conducting personal interviews, filled the
positions. Afterwards, they informed the School Committee about the decisions. The Office
of Education used to send the list of the teachers together with the courses allocated to each
teacher. It is worth mentioning that the teachers who were appointed by the Government in
all the public-aided schools were not always holders of University qualifications; this has
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always been a reason for protest by the “Οξγάλσζε Διιήλσλ Λεηηνπξγώλ Μέζεο
Δθπαίδεπζεο Κύπξνπ (ΟΔΛΜΔΚ)”.234

The struggle for freedom in 1955-59, created serious problems in the operation of the School
because it was public-aided and was directly under the control of the Government. For this
reason, the School and its teachers were seen suspiciously, especially by the residents of
Polemi and the Cypriots in general. This feeling was quite evident in several cases. Quite
often, for example, some residents of the village and students of the School demonstrated with
the English teacher Macant and some Cypriot schoolteachers.235 In other cases, the students
abstained for days from their studies or they even destroyed part of the school‟s property and
stole the typewriters.

For this reason, the Office of Education informed the School

Committee that if this situation continued, they would have to close the School based on the
provisions of the Law 25/1935.236 Finally, from 1 May 1959 onwards, the responsibility for
the Greek education was undertaken by the Greek Educational Council, which also placed
under its control the High School of Commerce of Polemi maintaining the acquired rights of
the teachers.237

1.3 FIRST CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS: AN OVERVIEW EXAMINATION OF
THE EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION IN THE PROVINCE OF PAFOS

Indicative of the intentions of Britain when setting the Law 18/1933, it is an important
confidential document of the Colonial Government that was saved in the Public Archive of
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Cyprus.238 This document (dated 7 March 1932) is a correspondence letter between the
Governor of Cyprus, Sir Ronald Storrs, and the British Minister of the Colonies, Sir Philip
Cunliffe-Lister. The Governor of Cyprus seeks the approval of the Minister of the Colonies,
to put in practice the Law that would modify the educational Laws, which were established
from 1929 until 1931. In addition, the letter stated the main amendments that were finally
approved and established by the Law 18/1933 and the Regulations later,239 with which the
Governor set the central power in the administration of the elementary education.240

Furthermore, in the letter, the Governor analysed the reasons behind the rationale for the
removal of the power to set the curricula, the textbooks and the school holidays from the
Educational Council. Regarding the curricula, the Governor mentioned that they did not
relate to the educational needs of the citizens, while the textbooks were chosen with the only
criteria being means of propaganda instead of their teaching value. Concerning the school
holidays, his opinion was that these holidays, were of more interest to Greek citizens than
Cypriot British nationals.241

Concerning the duty of the Educational Council regarding the school taxation, the Governor
supported that its power of having the final say on issues of disagreements should be
removed. In order to back up his opinion on this, he referred to a letter of the Director of
Education concerning alleged unfair behaviour against civil servants in Lefkosia by the
School Committee.242 The document reported the need for modifications on the subject of
the discipline of the schoolteachers, which “απνδείρηεθε όηη είλαη αλαγθαίεο από ηε
238
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δπζθνιία πνπ, ιόγσ ηνπ πθηζηάκελνπ λόκνπ, ζπλάληεζε ε Κπβέξλεζε ζην ζέκα ηνπ
ειέγρνπ ησλ δξαζηεξηνηήησλ ησλ δαζθάισλ, γλσζηώλ σο θνκκνπληζηώλ ή ελεξγά
αλππάθνπσλ ζηε Βξεηηαληθή Κπβέξλεζε”.243 Concluding, the Governor stressed out the
need for direct approval and implementation of his proposals in a favourable at that time
period, due to the “Γηάηαγκα Άκπλαο”,244 that was still in effect, and before the formation of
the new Legislative Council. He also admitted that the modifications that he asked for
would be “έλα πνιύ αληηιατθό κέηξν ζηνπο πνιηηηθνύο θύθινπο”.245

The letter shows clearly that the process of the centralisation in the elementary education,
which was completed with the establishment of the above proposals in the Law 18/1933,
was mainly due to political incentives and not to educational ones. The divestiture of the
Educational Council from the main powers it used to have and their relocation in the hands
of the Governor is characteristic of the decision of the Colonial Government to remove the
right of the Church and the Greek-Cypriots to have a say on their children‟s education. For
these reasons, both the Church and the School Committees protested intensively to the
Government.

The protest of the School Committee of Pafos246 was formulated in the same manner. Their
difference lies in the fact that the protest of the School Committee of Pafos was formulated
in a much milder tone, and in the fact that it diplomatically avoided to refer to the real
motives of the Government.247 This fact is indicative of the mild character of the Vicepresident of the School Committee of Pafos and Mayor at the time, Nikolas I. Nikolaidis,
243
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who had the final say on the decisions that were taken. Definitely, his attribute as Mayor,
and in particular as an appointed Mayor, was decisive on the keeping of a mild attitude in his
relations with the Government and the Office of Education.

As regards the implementation of the Law 18/1933 in Ktima, what should be mentioned is
that the system of appointing the members of the School Committees that was adopted in
1929, and was implemented with the Law of 1933, had resulted in the undertaking of the
School Committee of Pafos by members of the Nikolaidis family. Specifically, the Vicepresident of the School Committee of Pafos (since 1923), Nikolaos I. Nikolaidis, undertook
the presidency of the Committee in 1937 (the year that the Metropolitans lost the right to be
presidents of the School Committees), and remained president till his death in 1964.
Stefanos Ioannidis and Sokratis Nikolaidis who came from the same family, were appointed
by the Government members of the School Committee of Pafos during the period 1933 to
1953.248 Their interest for the education of Pafos and the mild attitude they held against the
Government, were the reasons for their appointment as members of the School Committee
of Pafos.249

Despite the support of Nikolaidis to the request for Union, Galatopoulos

accused them as being “δηνξηζκέλνη”,250 because Nikolaos I. Nikolaidis was appointed
Mayor in the period of 1931-1943 and member of the School Committee of Pafos during the
period that followed the riots of 1931.251 Moreover, the support of Nikolaidis from AKEL
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in the municipality elections in 1943 and 1946 was the reason that he often accused the
teachers of the High School for exercising “θνκκνπληζηηθή πξνπαγάλδα”.252

Concerning the effects of the Law 18/1933 on the elementary education of the villages of
Pafos, we can refer to them as being positive, because of the increased rate of education‟s
growth to several villages of the province. As it has been aforementioned,253 the Rural
Committee had the general responsibility for the school of the village. It was obliged to take
the appropriate actions for the smooth operation of the school in accordance to the
indications of the Inspector of the Office of Education.254 The most important, however,
provisions of the Law that contributed to the growth of the elementary education in Pafos,
were the reinforcement of the special governmental funds (Education Funds), which granted
loans to the Rural Committees for the construction of school buildings, as well as the control
that was enforced on the financial management of the schools.255 The foregoing provisions
contributed to the increase of the communities who had elementary schools. In 1930, the
communities who had elementary schools were 65 and in 1959-60 increased to 90.

Regarding secondary education, two issues have arisen: on the one hand there was the issue
of interpreting the Government‟s intentions with the enactment of the new Law 25/1935, and
on the other hand, the reasons that prompted the School Committee of Pafos to reject the
proposals of the English Deputy Director of the Education of Cyprus that provided a mixed
type of high school, one with classical studies and one focused on natural sciences.
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The intention of the Colonial Government with the enactment of the new Law with respect
to the secondary education was the completion of the governmental control on the
educational issues of the island, specifically after the completion of the process of
centralisation in elementary education by the Law 18/1933.

The starting point of the

aforementioned governmental policy were the events of 1931, which surprised the British
authorities and at the same time led the way for all future developments, both in the political
and in the educational sector. Nonetheless, apart from these it should be acknowledged that
there were indeed educational reasons for the enactment of the new Law 25/1935 and the
Regulations of 1936.

Moreover, these new regulations reflected on the prevailing

educational tendencies that existed in England at the time and encouraged a more practical
orientation of the secondary education.256 This orientation existed a decade ago in England
with the effort of creating schools with more technical character.257 It was, therefore,
expected that the employees of the Office of Education, would be influenced from the
educational policy that was followed in their country.

As for the attitude of the School Committee of Pafos towards the new Law, and specifically
towards the new orientations of the Government for technical and practical secondary
education, it should be attributed to two main reasons: Firstly, the decreased control that the
School Committee would practice on the High School, and secondly, on educational and
national reasons. Regarding the first reason, the School Committee would be compelled, if
they wanted to include the High School of Pafos in the public-aided schools, to accept the
governmental control on issues related both with the timetables and the curricula and the
256
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qualifications of the instructional personnel.258 The School Committee of Pafos found it
very difficult to accept the aforementioned terms, because the High School of Pafos had
already adopted the Greek curricula and running regulations since it was a recognised school
by the Greek Government. Apart from this, the High School of Pafos had to accept control
only from the “Δπηζεσξεηή Διιεληθώλ ρνιείσλ Αιινδαπήο” of the Ministry of Education
of Greece.259

Despite the aforementioned reasons, there also existed educational and national reasons.
The Proceedings of the School Committee reveal that most of its members believed that a
classic high school provided a form of education that could not be replaced by a school with
more practical orientation.

The opinion of Paschalis Paschalidis, Loizos Filippou and

Nikolaos I. Nikolaidis, who loved humanitarian education, was very important.260 The
humanitarian and national education were the two main axes of the work carried out in the
High school. Indicative is the fact that the High School Headmaster, Paschalis Paschalidis,
had always stressed out in his speeches the national mission of the High School, which he
considered as “ύςηζηνλ ηεξόλ ζθνπόλ”.261 This mission would succeed if the High School
was maintained as an “αλεμάξηεηνλ Διιεληθόλ Γπκλάζηνλ”,262 as has been stressed out in
his speech for the school year 1938-39, when referring to the issue of choice of the direction
of the High School that preoccupied the School Committee and the teachers in the years
1935-1938.263
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In another meeting of the School Committee, it was reported by Loizos Filippou, that the
members of the Yearly Committee264 may not accept to give sponsorship to the High
School, for the reason that it would continue to be under governmental control.265 Apart
from these, the labour market that would absorb graduates of commercial schools was
relatively limited before 1940 in Pafos, due to the small economic possibilities of the
province. Studying abroad and mainly in Greece would be a way out of the problem, and
this in turn made it necessary to study in a classic High School.

Quite the opposite happened in the other cities of Cyprus, particularly in Larnaka, Lemesos
and Ammochostos, where the needs of the market imposed the operation of either Schools
of Commerce, or commercial departments within the High Schools.266 Moreover, this was
also the main reason that the School Committees of Lemesos and Ammochostos accepted
similar governmental proposals and proceeded with the change of the timetables and the
curricula of their High Schools. The main differences in the timetables between the High
School of Pafos and the High Schools of Lemesos and Ammochostos were about the course
of the Ancient Greek: the High School of Pafos had 52 teaching periods per week (see table
26), while the High School of Lemesos and Ammochostos had 33 and 43 teaching periods
per week respectively.267
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It should be pointed out, that the School Committees of these schools, when they found
themselves in financial difficulties, managed to increase the governmental sponsorship with
the appropriate actions,268 whilst, at the same time, they managed to maintain the recognition
of the Greek Government269 despite the modification of the timetables of their High Schools.
On the other hand, the School Committee of Pafos found itself in a very difficult financial
position, even worse than the Pancyprian Gymnasium, which had also not accepted the
governmental proposals.270

The reason was that the Pancyprian Gymnasium was not

deprived of the governmental sponsorship, because the Government accepted only the
Pancyprian Gymnasium to operate as a classic High School.271

The Proceedings of the School Committee of Pafos suggest that the reasons for the rejection
of the governmental plan in the 1936 appeared to be financial as well, with the argument that
probable acceptance of the governmental plan would create a deficit of 610 CYP.272
However, it was revealed in the various discussions of the issue in the repeated meetings of
the School Committee, that the invocation of the financial reasons was used as an argument
for the rejection of the plan for the transformation of the High School of Pafos into a
commercial school.273
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Following the above examination of various issues that were related with the legislation of
1933 and 1935 and their effects in Pafos, the thesis will also examine various issues related
to the establishment of the schools of the secondary education of Pafos, such as the
Commercial Lyceum (College) of Pafos, the High School of Polis Chrysochous (AESPC)
and the High School of Commerce of Polemi.

In order to interpret the establishment of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos, it should be
interrelated with the tendencies that were developed in the education of Cyprus after 1931.
The political disturbances of 1931 provided a reason for the Colonial Government for
revising the weakening of the classic High Schools, which were considered as places for
exhibiting propaganda favouring Union, and encouraging technical and practical education,
with a focus on commercial courses.274 Both social and economic reasons constituted in the
modulation of the new tendencies in the secondary education. Particularly, during World
War II onwards, an important rise in the population‟s standard of living was observed as a
result of the increased opportunities for employment that had been then created.275 All these
reasons gave the opportunity for establishing High Schools of Commerce or commercial
departments as a part of the existed High Schools.276

The foundation of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos in 1942 by the theologian Kostas
Liasidis should also be examined and interpreted in the aforementioned context. During
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World War II, the Colonial Government established various projects, for defensive aims,
such as the small military airport of Pafos, while, at the same time, the presence of military
units in Pafos created new opportunities for the employment of suppliers, clerks,
warehousemen and interpreters. The establishment and operation of Banks also contributed
greatly to the creation of new occupations. Before 1931, a form of savings bank, the Bank
“Μέιηζζα”, existed, while later on, the Ionian Bank, the Popular Bank and the Bank of
Cyprus established branches all over the island.277 Moreover, the various departments of the
Municipality of Pafos and the governmental services had a need for well trained personnel.
The aforementioned new opportunities for employment that were created, imposed new
trends in the secondary education of Pafos that should prepare the required personnel welltrained in English, Commerce, Accountancy and Typewriting.278

These needs were covered by the creation of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos, which filled
the gap that existed in the province of Pafos. This was also the reason that in the timetables
of the Lyceum of Pafos, the courses of English and Commercial Studies, had an important
part, while at the same time, the Turkish language was taught in the first classes of the
School during the first years of its establishment.279 Reasons relating with the personal
ambitions of the founder of the school also contributed for the creation of the Commercial
Lyceum of Pafos. Kostas Liasidis served as a theologian in the High School of Pafos from
1931 until 1939, when the School Committee of Pafos denied renewing his appointment,
despite the opposition of many citizens of Pafos, who asked from the School Committee to
revise its decision. The reasons for his dismissal were that he was in disagreement with
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members of the School Committee of Pafos.280 He protested for his dismissal by sending a
letter to the Government in November 1939, in which he denounced the members of the
School Committee of Pafos that they did not appoint him due to personal causes.281 It should
be noted that from 1939 until 1942 he served as a teacher in the High School of Lapithos in
the province of Keryneia.282 These personal reasons and his immense longing to return and
work in the place of his origin constituted a powerful motive for the foundation of the
Commercial Lyceum of Pafos.

It is quite interesting to also mention the reasons for which the Office of Education accepted
the request of the School Committee of the Commercial Lyceum for issuing a licence of
operation. The acceptance of the request should be included in the wider context of the
policy that the Government followed for the support of the commercial schools.

The

Government perceived positively the fact that the Lyceum would have a commercial
direction and agreed to authorise its operation. Another reason was the acceptance of the
School Committee and the Management of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos of all the terms
that the Office of Education placed for the registration of a school of secondary education in
the Government record. These terms were the existence of the School Committee would be
responsible for the administration of the school, the appointment of qualified instructional
personnel and the creation of appropriate premises that would accommodate the School.

Having in mind the policy of the Government for preventing the national education that was
cultivated by the classic High Schools, we can set forth the opinion that behind this
acceptance of the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos there were political reasons as well. The
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foundation and operation of a Commercial school next to a classic High School (High
School of Pafos), would limit the enormous contribution that the teaching of the classic
letters had in the reinforcement of the national morale and the promotion of the demand for
Union, without meaning that the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos would become a means for
the promotion of the English propaganda.283

Besides, despite its initial educational

orientation, the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos, since the school year 1948-49, operated with
two directions, the classic and the commercial one. At the same time, it was renamed into
College of Pafos and was, finally, recognised by the Greek Government.284

Another aspect of the administration and operation of the College of Pafos was related with
the removal of its recognition in 1950 by the Greek Government.285 According to the
content of a written claim of the Headmaster of the High School of Pafos, P. Pavlidis, to the
Ministry of Education of Greece, the reasons for the removal of the recognition of the
College were that the instructional personnel were not qualified and that the management
and the Committee of the College of Pafos advertised their school at the expense of the High
School of Pafos, aiming to attract new students. It is worth mentioning that in 1956 a new
danger for removal of the recognition of the College by the Greek Government was created,
because the Governor of Pafos suspended temporarily the operation of the School. The
problem that resulted was the main subject of a special meeting of the Educational Council
of Ethnarchy held on 12 April 1956.
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On the subject of the foundation of the High School of Polis Chrysochous (AESPC), a few
issues related with the reasons that required its foundation result from the description that
proceeded earlier. In order to interpret these reasons, they need to be considered within the
wider educational and political context of the period being examined. From the early years,
Polis Chrysochous was developed in a small rural centre, due to the existence and operation
of the mine of copper pyrites of Limni (a region next to the town) and other governmental
services. It was also the administrative centre of a region, which included many big and
relatively rich communities, such as Argaka, Lysos, Peristerona, Steni, Prodromi, KritouTerra and Neo Chorio. Many students who studied at the High School of Pafos came from
these villages.286

The foundation of the High School of Polis Chrysochous aimed mainly to cover the
educational needs of the region.

It can also be said that the High School of Polis

Chrysochous belongs to the group of rural schools of secondary education that were founded
in a later stage than the other schools.287 Evidential of the educational needs that existed in
the region of Polis Chrysochous is the fact that, by preliminary research conducted by the
School Committee of the AESPC, approximately eighty-four students from all the
communities of the region, reported that they would study in the school being established.

Apart from the aforementioned educational reasons for the foundation of the School, there
were political reasons as well. These reasons were related with the issue of dispute between
286
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the Church and the Greek community on the one side, and the Colonial Government on the
other, with regard to the control of the secondary education in Cyprus.288 This dispute was
declarative of the two different opinions that existed concerning the role and potential of the
secondary education in Cyprus. The Church and the majority of the liberal upper urban
classes of the Greek-Cypriots, perceived the High Schools as a means for the promotion of
the demand for Union, whereas the English side perceived the schools of secondary
education, and mainly the commercial schools, as a means for stopping and eliminating the
political demands of the rival side.289

The foundation of the AESPC was partly the answer of the Church and of the Greek
community of Cyprus to the Governmental challenge of the Law 25/1935 on secondary
education.

The contribution of the Church on the foundation of the School of Polis

Chrysochous is also apparent from the continuous interest and help that was provided to the
School.290 Indicative of this interest is also the fact that in July 1948, even before the
operation of the School, the Metropolite of Pafos, Kleopas, promised to offer to the
members of the School Committee of Polis Chrysochous who visited him, “πιηθήλ θαη
εζηθήλ ππνζηήξημε”291 for the School and prepared a “παξαηλεηηθήλ επηζηνιή”292 that was
addressed to ecclesiastical committees and institutions of Pafos and all over Cyprus, by
which he recommended “ηελ θαηά δύλακηλ βνήζεηα απηώλ πξνο ηελ ελ ιόγσ ρνιήλ”.293
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Indicative of the interest for the foundation and operation of the AESPC as well, was the
active involvement of the Church, and specifically of the Metropolite of Pafos, Fotios, in the
administration of the High School of Polis Chrysochous, which was made with the
amendment of its Statute in July 1953, by which the School “ηειεί ππό ηελ επνπηεία ηεο
Δθθιεζίαο”.294 This direct involvement of the Metropolite of Pafos, Fotios, is related with
the events in the early days of June 1953 in Ktima during the celebrations of the
Government for the Crowning of the Queen of England.

Following the involvement of the Metropolite of Pafos in the administration of the High
School of Polis Chrysochous, the Church of Cyprus stressed out its determination to keep
the schools under its influence, preventing in this way the control of the School Committees
of the island the Governmental propaganda Law 18/1952 tried to impose on the secondary
education.295 Furthermore, the involvement of the Metropolite of Pafos was also a direct
answer on the oppressive measures that the Government set by the suspension of the School
Committee and the Headmaster of the High School of Pafos.

The aims of the foundation of the High School also mentioned that “ε εμππεξέηεζηο ηεο
Διιεληθήο παηδείαο εηο ην δηακέξηζκα ηνύην θαη ελ γέλεη ηελ επαξρίαλ ηεο Πάθνπ θαη ε
ζπλέρηζηο ηεο κνξθσηηθήο θαη εζληθήο δξάζεσο ηνπ ρεηκαδόκελνπ Διιεληθνύ Γπκλαζίνπ
Πάθνπ”.296 In Article 4 of the “Πξαθηηθνύ Ηδξύζεσο”, it was also reported that the High
School “έρεη ηελ ακέξηζηνλ ππνζηήξημηλ ηεο Δζλαξρίαο θαζώο θαη ηνπ Δθπαηδεπηηθνύ ηεο
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πκβνπιίνπ”.297 In practice, this support was expressed in 1954, when the Educational
Council of Ethnarchy recommended to the Greek Government the recognition of the High
School of Polis Chrysochous, despite the fact that the school still did not fulfil all the
necessary terms and conditions of operation, and mainly, the terms related with the number
and the qualifications of the instructional personnel.298

Concerning the foundation and administration of the High School of Commerce of Polemi,
two issues arise that should be examined. The first one is related with the foundation of the
School, and the other one with the registration of the School in the Government‟s record of
the public-aided schools in 1952. The Proceedings of the School Committee reveal that the
foundation of the School was mainly owed to educational and political reasons.299 The
schoolteacher and first Headmaster of the School, Nikos Karapatakis, had realised from the
various visits to the community of Polemi, the existence of the educational needs of the
region. Particularly, it was realised that Pafos needed mainly a commercial school that
would prepare the students for the governmental examinations of the Cyprus Certificate of
Education300 and the various commercial enterprises. The results of the above findings and
discussions of Nikolaos Karapatakis with residents of the community was the founding
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assembly of “όιεο ηεο θνηλόηεηαο”,301 in which the foundation of the school was decided
and the first School Committee was elected.302

What resulted from the study of the unpublished Proceedings of the School Committee of
Polemi was that the initiative for the foundation of the School came from the first
Headmaster and a team of progressive residents of the community. There is no evidence
that the Office of Education of the Colonial Government was involved in any way.
Nevertheless, even though it is not apparent that the Government was involved in generating
the idea for the foundation of the school, there was encouragement and help afterwards
provided by the government because it realised that in this way, its political and educational
objectives could be promoted.303

In addition, the political objectives of the Colonial Government were promoted because the
commercial direction of the School of Polemi would prevent the practice of “Διιεληθή
Πξνπαγάλδα”; a policy that, according to the officials,304 was represented as the main
objective of the classic High schools. The operation of a commercial school was to the
Government advantage, because it could attract students from the villages of the region,
which would set back the tendency towards studying in the classic High Schools of Pafos
and Polis Chrysochous. On the other hand, the educational objectives of the Government
were being promoted as well, because, as it has been reported earlier, its policy after 1931
was to support and promote the commercial schools of secondary education that were
essential for the preparation and training of employees that were needed in various
301
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governmental services. Besides, these schools also corresponded to the new tendencies for a
more practical and adjusted to the needs of life education, which began to have wide practice
in England since the first decade of 1930.305

The aforementioned reasons were the rationale behind the immediate authorisation for the
operation of the School in September 1949 granted by the Director of Education, G.F.
Sleight, even though many of its basic functional problems were not resolved. A crucial
prerequisite for the above action on behalf of the Director of Education was the adoption by
the School Committee of the High School of Commerce of Polemi of the timetables and
curricula that the Office of Education prepared.

In 1952, the School Committee of Polemi, however, decided to submit a request to become a
public-aided school.306 Its request was finally granted, but this decision led to a massive
critique on the part of the Church and various organisations of Cyprus.307 The “Μλεκόλην
γηα ηελ εθπαηδεπηηθή θαηάζηαζε ηεο Κύπξνπ”,308 which was published by the Educational
Council of Ethnarchy in 1957, indicates the hostile attitude held by the Church and the
representatives of the Unionist ideology against the High School of Commerce of Polemi
after 1952. Among others, in the “Μλεκόλην”, a reference to the Law of 1952 has also been
made, where the School Committee of Polemi was blamed for the aforementioned decision,
by which “ην ζρνιείν απηό έρεη απνκνλσζεί από όια ηα άιια ζρνιεία Μέζεο Δθπαίδεπζεο
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θαη από νιόθιεξν ηνλ Διιεληθό ιαό ηεο Κύπξνπ”.309 What led to immense and intense
criticism towards this decision of the School Committee of Polemi was that despite the
negative attitude held by the Church and the various organizations concerning the new Law,
it was the only Greek-Cypriot School in 1952310 which accepted the tempting proposals of
the Colonial Government. This approach was due to the certainty people felt that its
foundation aimed at attracting students from the communal Greek secondary schools, which
the English thought that it would disable the practice of Greek “propaganda” in these
schools.311

Moreover, the provisions of the new Law determined high allowances to the teachers, while
at the same time, they also determined the maximum amount of tuition fees.312 The Colonial
Government would also grant low rated loans for the construction of new school buildings.
The Law 18/1952 is undoubtedly a continuation of the policy that the Colonial Government
followed for the implementation of its opinions and decisions since 1923, where it achieved
the enactment of the Law 22/1923 by taking advantage of the unattractive professional
conditions experienced by the schoolteachers. The difference lies in the fact that in the case
of 1952, the Colonial Government took advantage not of the schoolteachers, but the
financial problems that the School Committees faced.313 Moreover, the decision of the
School Committee of the High School of Commerce of Polemi to submit an application to
register the School in the Government‟s record of the Cyprus public-aided schools should
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also be examined based on the aforementioned framework. On the one hand, the financial
problems of the School Committee of Polemi that dated since the foundation of the School
in 1949, and on the other hand, the “δέιεαξ”314 for their resolution by accepting the Law
18/1952, compose the context in which this decision of the School Committee of Polemi
should be considered.

In 1951 and 1952 the School Committee faced serious financial problems due to the fact that
the revenues from the students‟ tuition fees were not the expected ones. The low revenues
received were enough only for the payment of the salaries of the schoolteachers.315
Moreover, since the beginning of 1952, the School Committee tried to find money for the
construction of a privately owned school building, which meant that it would cost
approximately 2490-3100 CYP. The new building would be built in a land which belonged
to the Church of the community and its utilisation would only be made with the approval of
the Metropolite of Pafos, Fotios.316

In the meantime, in August 1952 the Law on the establishment of the public-aided schools
was put in practice, which set new developments in the educational facets of Cyprus,
resulting in the escalation of the crisis that already existed in the relations between the
Church and the Government. One of the measures undertaken by the Educational Council
of the Ethnarchy for the confrontation of the tempting governmental proposals was to
recommend to the Metropolitans to try and set under their control and economically
strengthen most of the secondary – mainly the commercial schools – that existed and
314
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functioned in Cyprus.317 Within this context, the Metropolite of Pafos, Fotios, was seeking
the opportunity to interrupt any cooperation that the High School of Commerce of Polemi
had with the Office of Education, and asked from the members of the School Committee of
Polemi to maintain the School only as a-three-grade school and the students after their
graduation, to study in the College of Pafos.318

Due to the refusal of the School Committee to accept this requirement, the Metropolite of
Pafos, Fotios, suspended the financial support of the Diocese of Pafos and the Church of
Polemi to the School. Furthermore, with the indication of the Metropolite, the President of
the School Committee of Polemi, Papageorgios Neofytou, submitted his resignation on 1
November 1952. The new President was Panayiotis Lambrianou, a strong supporter of the
construction of the school building and generally, an active member of the Committee of the
School and his community.319 Within the frames of the above decision, a delegation of the
School Committee of Polemi, together with the Headmaster N. Karapataki, went to Lefkosia
and in order to have a meeting with the responsible key persons of the Office of Education.
In the meeting of the School Committee that took place on the 23 November 1952, the
decision of the School Committee of Polemi to become public-aided was taken
unanimously.
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CHAPTER TWO
PAFOS’ PROVINCE EDUCATION’S OPERATION AND CONTENT
(1931-1960)

2.1 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
2.1.1 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
According to the above data, it appears that the increase in the number of schoolgirls in Pafos,
particularly during 1933-1960 was impressive. This was due to the low rates of schoolgirls‟
education during the previous period (1878-1931), influenced by social and economic
conditions.

In general, education was economically very important to the Cypriots, in

particular the Greek-Cypriots.320

The ideas of enlightenment, widespread in the early

nineteenth century, had aroused high aspirations, political as well as social even for the
women, who, until then, were staying home till they got married.321 After the 1940s the
Cyprus economy was developing quickly322 and this meant more public money could be
afforded for education, which began, for the first time in the 1940s, to be conceived of as
“social services”.323

Consequently, education was gradually seen as an agent of social

amelioration and as deserving high priority even for the girls, despite of their social position
at the time. Furthermore, the severe unemployment problem after the economic crisis of the
1930s alongside with the need for recruiting public servants locally, after the policy of barring
Cypriots from the upper grades of the public service was terminated, motivated many Greek320
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Cypriot parents to send their children to schools in the hope of their securing employment in
the public sector.324 This was an effort to make “the best Cypriot qualities working for and
not against the Government”.325

Consequently, a need was created for girls attending schools, in order to be trained as the
future civil servants as well. Many parents were prepared to sacrifice money and property to
pay for the higher education of their children, either boys or girls.326 The social demand for
education was increasing year by year. A very convincing piece of evidence for the strong
social demand for education is the fact that in 1960, when the British left Cyprus, 90% of the
6-12 year old population attended primary schools.327 On the contrary, as far as schoolboys
are concerned, there was no material increase since the numbers already show an impressive
increase from previous period.

From the above table it can be inferred that schoolboys in Pafos and Keryneia had the lowest
increase whereas the number of schoolboys in Lefkosia had the greatest increase. At the same
time we do not see big differences in the percentages of the other towns. On the contrary, the
number of schoolgirls in Pafos had the greatest increase among towns, which is due to the
slow development in schoolgirls‟ education during the previous period.328 More specifically,
we can see that the increase in the number of schoolboys‟ and schoolgirls‟ education
concerning the province of Pafos from the following table:
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According to Census data of 1946, which in chronological order start in the middle of the
period that we are examining (1931-60), it is obvious that the 184 schoolboys and schoolgirls
of Peyia (1941-42) amount to the 13.05% of the community population, 166 of Drousia
amount to the 19.80% of the population, 115 of Panayia to 11.63% and 53 of Armou to
11.54%.329 By studying the Students‟ Name List and the Books of Inspections it can be
observed that the rate of increase in the number of schoolgirls was in all the above villages
larger than that of schoolboys. It is impressive to observe also that the increase in the number
of schoolgirls in the elementary school of Armou, which was initially 8 during 1931-32, sums
up to 27 in 1959-60.330 At this point it should be reported that the continuing interruption of
the educational studies constituted a serious problem, particularly in the decade of 1930-40.
The elementary schools of Peyia, Drousia, Panayia and Emba presented high rates of student
withdrawal which fluctuated between 60-70% for schoolboys and between 55-72% for
schoolgirls.331

Improvement was seen in the elementary education of Pafos‟ town, where a material increase
was observed not just in the number of schoolboys, but in the number of schoolgirls as well.
During the period of 1931-51, 860 students registered in Neofyteion Urban School, a number
that amounts to a 97.57% increase. As far as schoolgirls are concerned, during the same
twenty years, 870 schoolgirls were registered at Dimitreion Girls School, a number that
represents an increase of 116.36%.
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The main characteristic of the elementary education in Pafos332 was the relatively small rate
of increase in the number of students, compared with the corresponding rate for the other
provinces. Similarly, the rate of students who interrupted their studies was high enough,
which was also mentioned in the Report of the Office of Education for the school year 193233.333 This Report mentions that “κέρξη 50% ησλ καζεηώλ ηεο Α΄ ηάμεο ησλ ζρνιείσλ
εγθαηαιείπνπλ ην ζρνιείν κεηά από δύν ρξόληα παξαθνινύζεζε”.334 The Report considered
as the main cause the parents‟ poverty, and expected from the Town School Committees to
provide the textbooks free of charge. Similar statements were also made in the Report of the
Office of Education in the year 1933-34, where it was reported that due to the employment of
the students in agricultural labour, as much as 75% of them interrupted their studies after the
age of ten.335

Another feature that results from the above table is that, even though many schoolgirls
dropped out of school, their rates remained quite high particularly in Panayia village. Having
in mind the statements of the Office of Education of Cyprus for the occurrence of strong
prejudices and bias against educating women that was particularly apparent in the villages,336
it can be assumed that this had a negative impact on the education of the girls.337 This is also
evident in the high rate of schoolgirl dropouts. Nonetheless, the problem of withdrawal
occurred all over Cyprus and preoccupied the Office of Education, which is also evident from
the frequent statements in the annual Reports.338 The increase of student enrollment would be
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accomplished only if more gender-separate schools would have been established instead of
the mixed ones. The reason was that “ε θνηλή γλώκε δε ζα αλερόηαλ αθόκε ην δηνξηζκό
δαζθάινπ θαη δαζθάιαο ζην ίδην κηθηό ζρνιείν”.339

The difficult financial conditions that prevailed over Pafos during the decade of 1930 seem to
have influenced the schooling development in the two elementary schools of Ktima.
According to the Records of these schools, which kept data for the schoolboys/schoolgirls that
were enrolled in 1st grade and graduated five years later, in the Urban School (School of
Boys) during the period of 1919-1931 there have been enrolled 442 students, while in 19311939/40 there were enrolled only 289. After 1940, however, with the improvement of the
situation, the enrollments in the Urban School reached the 571 (during the period 19411950).340

The corresponding percentage for the schoolgirls in the decade of 1930 was approximately
54%, while in the decade of 1940 it was reduced to 45%. From the data it can be also
observed that the majority of the parents of the boys and girls who dropped out of school were
farmers, craftsmen, owners of small businesses, or the students were orphans.341 On the other
hand, the rate of dropouts from students whom their parents were doctors, lawyers, teachers
and public servants was very low.342 This observation can be justified mainly on the ground
that the latter did not have to assist their parents at work as it was the case with those whom
their parents were farmers or owners of small business.343 Moreover, these families, on
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average, were experiencing financial hardships and their children had to work younger.
Therefore, they did not have any other choice, but to drop out of school and help with their
families‟ business.344

From another point of view, it can be observed that the number of students in elementary
education is related to the Government‟s policy for mixed schools (having both schoolboys
and schoolgirls in the same classrooms). On the contrary, in cities and big rural centers one
could find schools only for boys and schools only for girls in small villages. Mixed schools
had only one or two teachers and that was due to the very small participation rates. These
schools were mainly schools for boys, in which a very small number of girls studied, usually
children of schoolteachers or priests that their parents decided to send them there. During
1934-35, almost all schools in Cyprus became mixed and this decision affected schools that
operated in villages and towns. Therefore, two schools were operating at the same time: one
school consisted only of 1st, 5th, and 6th grade, which were usually under the responsibility
of a male teacher whereas the other one consisted of 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade, and was under
the responsibility of a female schoolteacher. Due to this change, the Government believed
that “ζα ήηαλ πην απνηειεζκαηηθή ε δηδαζθαιία από ην δάζθαιν πνπ ζα είρε λα θξνληίδεη
κόλν ηξεηο ηάμεηο, παξά αλ ήηαλ ππεύζπλνο γηα νιόθιεξν ην ζρνιείν”.345

88 of the 90 schools that existed in the city and province of Pafos during 1959-60, were mixed
and only two remained with the old type of schools (the Elementary School of Boys and the
Girls School of Ktima). The number and type of schools was related to the Government‟s
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policy of school grouping.346 These schools consisted of a very small number of the students
from villages, and were judged disadvantageous not only from a financial but from an
educational aspect as well. Most schools, mainly those of the 3-5 schoolteachers, belonged to
this category.347

The Neofyteion Urban School and the Dimitreion Girls School continued functioning as nonmixed schools until the school year of 1941-42, when it was decided the two schools would
have to operate as one due to World War II. This type of mixed school continued to operate
even after the end of the war with very small changes in its name: in 1941-42 it was named
Mixed Urban School, in 1945-46 until 1948-49, the school took the name of Neofyteion
Mixed Urban School, and as from 1949-50 onwards, it was named Standard Mixed Urban
School.348 In the school year of 1954-55 onwards the mixed school of Ktima closed, but it reopened again as two distinct schools under the same administration.

2.1.2 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TIMETABLE
In his memorandum to the Headmaster at the Department of Education, the famous scholar
and member of the Greek Educational Council Loizos Filippou349 (which was also signed by
G. Chrysafinis and another member of the Council), disagreed with the decision for joint
course of Greek History and Geography. Using extracts from projects of English scientists
and teachers, he supported that the Greek History course should not be downgraded, and
emphasised the great instructive effect the particular course had for the spirit of young people
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in Cyprus.350 In his letter to the Colonial Secretary, the British Headmaster of Education
rejected the explanations sent by Loizos Fillipou and proposed to increase the teaching
periods of Cypriot History and English language at the expense of Greek language and
literature. However, the Colonial Secretary disagreed with the above proposal reporting that,
“ηt would be a mistake to increase the teaching hours for English at the expense of the Greek
language”.351

Another important change concerned the introduction of English language in the elementary
school curricula for the first time.

This educational innovation was viewed a big and

controversial political issue that would preoccupy Cyprus for a long time. According to the
provisions of the “Σξνπνπνηεηηθόο Νόκνο Πεξί Γεκνηηθήο Δθπαηδεύζεσο 1935”,352 the
subject of English language was introduced in the two last grades of elementary schools in the
cities, as well as in the provincial schools that had more than three schoolteachers. In Pafos,
English language was taught in the schools of Ktima and in few big communities, such as
Peyia, Geroskipou, Polis Chrysochous, Panayia, Drousia and Kritou-Terra.

The Greek language became an issue of intense conflict. From 1927 to the end of the period
that we examine, Greek language (spoken) was taught in the four first grades of the
elementary school and katharevousa (written) was taught in the two last ones, in contrast with
Greek education, were from 1930 onwards the Greek spoken language was obligatorily taught
in all grades of every elementary school and katharevousa was only taught in the two last
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grades of the elementary school.353 In April 1939, the Greek Educational Council submitted a
resolution to the Government of Cyprus proposing the establishment of the Greek language in
all elementary school classes, supporting the argument that “ε δεκνηηθή είλαη ε γιώζζα ηνπ
ιανύ δηά ηελ κόξθσζηλ ηνπ νπνίνπ απνβιέπεη ην δεκνηηθόλ ζρνιείνλ”.354 The Director of
Education with a letter to the Colonial Secretary proposed the rejection of the resolution of the
Greek Educational Council, based on the argument that the teaching of Greek language in
both forms should be continued for the reason that katharevousa was taught in the schools of
the secondary education and was the language used by the press.355

2.2 SECONDARY EDUCATION
2.2.1 SECONDARY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT
The greatest increase in the College of Pafos was in the period 1942/43-1955/56 and had
summed up to 283%. For schoolgirls the greatest increase was marked in the period of
1942/43-1955/56 and had summed up to 350% while in the next period it was 184%. As far
as schoolgirls are concerned, in the period since the AESPC opening, their number remained
constant without any increase, while from 1953-54 until 1954-55 there was an increase of
92% that abated in the period of 1954/55-1958/59 to 83%.

The increase in schoolgirl

registrations during 1953/54-1954/55 is due to the fact that many schoolgirls that studied in
the High School of Pafos had enrolled in the newly established High School of Polis
Chrysochous.

The greatest increase in schoolboy registrations at the High School of

Commerce of Polemi occurred during the first years of its operation, a thing that is indicative
of the positive way in which the residents of the region accepted the foundation of this
353
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School. This increase is also due to the fact that since school year of 1953-54 the School
became public and its students studied partly free of charge.356

In the period of 1953/54-1955/56 the increase in registrations was not big, since student
enrollment seems to have been completed in the previous years. The increase shown in the
last period (1955/56-1958/59) was small, which reflects the change in the attitude the parents
against the School during the events of 1955-59 as the School was public. Registration of
schoolgirls during the first years of the School‟s foundation was extremely low. A significant
increase took place in the period 1953/54-1955/56 with reduction of that percentage in the
period of 1955/55-1958/59. Among the students the highest percentages were observed in the
period of 1931-1937 and 1950-1956, while during the remaining periods (after 1954) the
percentages are significantly reduced.

During the period that we examine there has been an important increase in the number of
students both from Ktima but particularly from the province. The rate of increase for students
from Ktima was 100% in the period of 1931/32-1959/60, while the equivalent percentage
regarding the province of Pafos in the same period was roughly 636%. Reduction in the
number of the schoolboys and schoolgirls from Ktima was observed in the school year of
1936-37 and was due to the reduction of their number in the 1st grade, since tuition fees from
the School Committee had been raised.357 Among schoolgirls an important increase had been
observed with particularly high percentages for schoolgirls from the province. Regarding the
increase that was shown regularly in the total number of the schoolboys and schoolgirls after
1944-45, we have the opinion that this is due to the improvement of the socio-economic and
356
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educational conditions both in the city and province of Pafos during World War II and
afterwards.358

2.2.2 SECONDARY EDUCATION TIMETABLE AND CURRICULA
The High School of Pafos, which operated as a six-grade School during the school year of
1924-25, followed the decisions and Laws of the Greek Government regarding timetables and
curricula. By simply comparing the curricula followed by the High School of Pafos and a
corresponding Greek school, and more specifically on issues which were determined by the
enactments set on 18 November 1931 and 5 November 1935, illustrates how similar the
timetables followed were. The only differences included some minor adjustments for the
Pafos School which were deriving from the general local conditions in Cyprus and more
specifically that of Pafos.359 For example, French courses, which were always taught in
secondary schools in Greece, were not included in the curriculum of the High School of Pafos
for the school year 1936-37, but were included again in 1959-60.

Another differentiation was that of Commercial courses, which were included in the curricula
of the High Schools of Cyprus from 1908-09.360 Regarding the High School of Pafos, the
teaching of this course was under the authority of the Headmaster and the School Committee
of Pafos. It should be noted that the Commercial course was taught more systematically as a
358
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major in the 4th, 5th and 6th grades, during the school years of 1934-1945. During the school
year of 1954-55 the Commercial section, which began from the 4th grade, was established but
it operated on a permanent base again during 1959-60.

Some other differentiations also existed, for example, the introduction of art courses for the
3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th-grade students in the High School of Pafos as from the school year of
1933-34; the course of Painting for the students of 3rd to 6th grades, as well as the
introduction of Educational course for the 6th-grade students during the school year of 193435. Latin courses were mandatory classes for the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th-grade students in the
High School of Pafos while in Greece the course was considered as optional since 1931.
Housekeeping, Physical Health and Music were also considered as optional courses in
Greece, while in the High School of Pafos these courses were not taught on a permanent base.
Physical Health class was taught during 1937-38, and then on a more permanent base during
1953-54, while Handicraft and Housekeeping courses were taught on a permanent basis from
1951-52. Music (choir practice) in the first years of the period that we examine was taught in
the two first grades, and from 1951-52 in all first four grades of the High Schools.361

In the Commercial Lyceum of Pafos the three first grades followed the same courses as those
of the High School of Pafos while the three higher grades followed a commercial direction
with relevant courses that placed emphasis on English and the Commercial courses. This was
the reason why some courses were not taught, such as the Psychology in the 5th grade and
Cosmography and Chemistry in the 6th grade. During the school year of 1948-49, the
Commercial Lyceum was renamed College of Pafos after relevant recognition from the Greek
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Government, and the three high grades operated two parallel departments: Classical Studies
which followed the timetable and curriculum of the High School, and the Commercial Studies
which focused on Commercial courses.362

The High School of Polis Chrysochous (AESPC), later known as Gymnasium of Polis
Chrysochous, endorsed the curricula set by the High School of Pafos and operated as a
traditional Gymnasium from the beginning of its foundations in 1948-49. From the year
1954-55, Accounting and Typing were introduced as optional courses for students in the 4th,
5th and 6th grade (Accounting) and 5th and 6th grade (Typing). On the other hand, the High
School of Commerce of Polemi endorsed a different curriculum than the aforementioned
schools. The reason was that ever since it first started operating, it accepted the proposal of
the Educational Office which applied courses with commercial direction prepared by the
British. The Religion course was set only for the first three grades for just one teaching
period, while Ancient Greek was taught for just four teaching periods for the first three grades
and for three teaching periods for the higher grades. On the contrary, emphasis was given to
Modern Greek course which was taught for six teaching periods per week in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 6th grades, and for five teaching periods in the 4th and 5th grade. What should be
reported here is that the English language was taught for ten teaching periods in all the
grades.363

It is evident that the timetable of the High School of Pafos was overloaded in terms of
teaching periods. This was mainly the case regarding the English courses offered in the High
Schools of Pafos. The English course was considered as a very important course in the
362
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overall curriculum offered, compared to the corresponding timetable offered by the Greek
schools.364 The aforementioned timetable of the High School of Pafos was also followed by
the College of Pafos (after the school year of 1948-49) as well as by the High School of Polis
Chrysochous.365 In the Commercial sectors of the High School and the College of Pafos,
Accounting, Commercial Studies, Commercial Law and Typing were taught.

With certain modifications made in the above timetable during the school year 1958-59,
Hygiene and Calligraphy courses where introduced for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade, and
Housekeeping was introduced to the 4th grade students. During the school year of 1959-60,
the responsibility for all secondary education schools was undertaken by the Greek
Educational Office, and the High School of Commerce of Polemi was renamed to
Gymnasium, and followed from that point onwards the curricula of the Gymnasia of Cyprus
with classical studies.

The College of Pafos (after 1948) and the High School of Polis Chrysochous had the same
curricula with the corresponding Gymnasia of Greece. This was ensured by the fact that the
above schools followed the orders of the Greek Ministry of Education and had the same
textbooks that were used in Greece and which were sent each year to the School Committees.
The main differentiation was the number of teaching periods set by each school for each
course.
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Another issue related with the operation of the schools in secondary education, was that of
student enrollment, transfers and examinations. These issues were always subject to the
legislation and the regulations, which were published each time by the Greek Ministry of
Education. An example is 1943, when students of the High School of Keryneia, which was
not a six-grade school at that time, submitted an application to the High School of Pafos to
allow them to take the final examinations there. The Headmaster accepted their application, as
he was acting in accordance with A.N.19/20 Law of November 1935 of the Greek Ministry of
Education.366 In the College of Pafos, the Staff Meeting, when announcing the results of the
examination during the school year of 1952-53, acted “ιαβώλ ππ‟ όςηλ ην Βαζηιηθόλ
Γηάηαγκα, εκεξ. 8/7/1955 πεξί δηεμαγσγήο εμεηάζεσλ”.367 It should be noted that the above
order was also followed by the High School of Pafos as well as the High Schools of Cyprus,
which were recognised by the Greek Government.368 The Greek legislation on this issue was
also applied in the High School of Polis Chrysochous. This was foreseen through Article 3 of
the School‟s Statute, which states that “for the exams, the classification, the final exams, the
enrolments, the transfer registrations, and the analytical timetable, it is governed by the Laws
and the Regulations of the Greek Ministry of Religion and Education”.369

2.3 SECOND CHAPTER CONCLUSIONS: AN OVERVIEW EXAMINATION OF
PAFOS’ PROVINCE EDUCATIONAL OPERATION AND CONTENT
The difficult financial conditions that prevailed over Cyprus during 1931-1934,370 caused a
small increase of student enrollment during the period under investigation and a high
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percentage of withdrawal rates until 1940.371 This opinion is based on the fact that in a period
where the financial problems influenced most sectors of the Cypriot society, education, which
is greatly related to the economic situation of a family, could not possibly avoid the negative
consequences of these problems.372 It should also be noted that in Pafos, a province that was
predominantly agricultural, these problems were particularly immense due to the drought and
the reduction in the prices of rural products.373 The situation was worsened by the fact that in
Pafos, a very big part of the cultivable land (tsiflikia) was owned by few people and the
monasteries.374 In order to confront the problems caused by the bad financial situation, the
farmers of Pafos were forced to raise loans at interest or mortgage loans375 from the Rural
Bank, which could only lent small amount of money.376 Finally, another negative result of the
economic crisis of the years 1931-1934 was rapid urbanisation,377 as it was the case of
Malta.378

Moreover, negative consequences in the education of Pafos were also caused by the social
environment.379 The rate of illiteracy, for example, was one of the highest on the island.380
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However, as it has been aforementioned with regard to the elementary education in the 1930s,
student enrollment was increased. The main reasons for this development were the measures
that had been undertaken by the Colonial Government to confront with the difficulties and the
improvement of the socio-economic situation in the province of Pafos. The increase rate of
the schoolgirl enrollment after 1940, which was one of the highest in Cyprus, was indicative
of the improvement of the elementary education in Pafos.381

Besides its political expediency, the “Πεξί Γεκνηηθήο Δθπαηδεύζεσο Νόκνο 18/1933”382
contributed to a great extent in the development and growth of the elementary education in
Pafos as well. Under the provisions of the Law, the elementary education would be provided
free of charge, which would help in the progressive implementation of obligatory
education.383 It is worth mentioning, that obligatory education was first time applied during
the school year 1959-60, when the Greek Educational Council undertook the responsibilities
for the Greek education following the treaties of Zürich and London.384 The Office of
Education took several steps in order to implement the aforementioned decision. It increased,
for example, the lending funds from the money received by the school taxation. By applying
these measures, the Government intended, “the establishment of schools and hiring of school
teachers even at small villages and to help the local Committees as to the construction of new
school buildings”.385
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In 1933, the Government‟s decision to offer the textbooks free of charge could be regarded as
another step that contributed to the development of the elementary education in Pafos.
Furthermore, the Report of the Office of Education reached the same conclusion, by stating
that, “many poor parents, for whom the cost of the books was previously an obstacle, now
send their children to school. The increase is remarkable in the province of Pafos, which
includes many poor villages where the increase reached 13%”.386 The money needed for
buying the textbooks would be therefore included in the school taxation that was imposed on
all the taxpayers of the province of Pafos.387 Moreover, the establishment of a Mobile Dental
Unit in 1950388 was a measure undertaken by the Government in order to reinforce the
education by improving the health conditions of the students. The MDU occasionally visited
many of the far away schools of the province of Pafos.389 Moreover, the establishment of the
School Medical Service in 1956 and the supply of the elementary schools with audiovisual
means, contributed to a large extent in the growth of education.390

The improvement of the socio-economic conditions that were observed in Pafos after 1940391
can explain the schooling development392 during that period as well. Indeed, the various
military projects that were constructed by the English for the needs of World War II,
especially in the province of Pafos, had a positive impact in the economy of the province,
which had been greatly undermined during the 1930s.393

Apart from the above, the

conscription of many residents of Pafos in the English army, resulted in the aid of the
386
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financial situation of their families, while at the same time, the new roads that were
constructed after 1940, contributed to the growth of transportation and communication
connecting the villages of Pafos with Ktima.394 In addition, the provided medical services
were improved with the establishment of many rural medical centers in the big villages of the
province.395

As a result of the recovery of the economy, urbanism begun dramatically to increase after
1934 and new job positions had been created.396 The new environment helped the residents of
Pafos (mostly the farmers) to improve their social and economic situation.397 Improvement
was also observed regarding women‟s social position. The number of the women employees
was increased,398 especially in professions such as the weaving and manufacturing of silk
textures. These textures were manufactured only in Pafos because of the sericulture growth
and were famous and in great demand in Cyprus.399

Another important result from the economic recovery was the development of the elementary
education regarding the increase of student enrollment during the aforementioned period.
Specifically, in Peyia during the period of 1940-60, an important increase of the number of
schoolgirls of the elementary school was observed by approximately 67%.400 Apart from this,
it has been observed a reduction of the number of parents that were farmers, while at the same
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time there was an increase in the number of parents that were traders, craftsmen, professionals
and employees,401 which shows a change in the composition of the community‟s population
as well.

During the period of 1931-1952 there was an increase of 186% in the number of schoolgirl
enrollment in the community of Drousia, while it has also been observed a change in the rates
of the parents‟ employment per profession.402 It is worth mentioning that the presence of
many expatriates who emigrated in the 1920s in countries like Egypt, Africa and America also
contributed to the improvement of the economic and social conditions of the above
communities.403 In addition, during the period that the thesis examines (1931-1960), there
was also an increase in schoolgirl enrollment in Panayia, which reached 204%.

This

development was achieved due to the improvement of the socio-economic conditions of the
community, because several governmental services were operated in the area. Services such
as the forest police station, the Panayia Police Station, the health-office and the rural medical
centers, helped develop Panayia into a rural centre and created new employment
opportunities.404

This chapter presented the timetables, curricula and the language of instruction of the
elementary education schools in order to reveal certain issues. Their investigation would
verify one of the main objectives of the thesis; namely to demonstrate the policy that the
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English followed on the aforementioned issues. Regarding the issue of the timetable and
curricula, the disclosure of the content of certain documents of the Colonial Government
reveals the intentions of the British, who introduced the new curricula in 1935. The first
document is a letter sent by the Director of Education Culleen to the Colonial Secretary (dated
24 December 1934). The Director in his letter asks from the Secretary to reject the proposals
made by the educational advisers Loizos Filippou and G. Chrysafinis. Both scholars had
disagreed with the Director‟s will to join the Greek History course with another one. The
argument put forward by Culleen was that, “the counsellors want children to concentrate on
ancient Greece and Byzantium”.405 This argument clearly depicts that the British were most
afraid of the Greek influence over the Cypriots and the intention of the Director of Education
was to suppress this influence by serving British political interests.406 However, they were
still interested in the development of the educational system.407

Indicative of the efforts of the English in keeping secret their real intentions on the issue of
the suspension of the Greek history, is the content of the Confidential letter of the Minister of
the English Colonies to the Governor of Cyprus on 1 June 1943.408 On a question of a Deputy
of the English Parliament about the History course, the Minister of Colonies answered that
“was laid on broader foundations and from an educational point of view the new
arrangements involve important progress in the old system and a better and more balanced
analytical timetable”.409 This answer aimed to be announced and for this reason it was
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formulated in such a way as to withhold the real intentions of the English educational
policy.410

Another important document that shows the British Government‟s intentions, is one from the
File of Correspondence of the Colonial Secretary (dated 27 August 1934), in which the
Deputy Governor of Cyprus put forth his opinions on the issue of teaching the History and
English Language course. In this document the English official, stated that he could not
understand why they should be taught French and German history, and expressed the opinion
that “the timetable should equally include English and Cypriot history, whilst the history of
other countries should be incorporated in general European history”.411 He also added that
emphasis should be laid on teaching English History. Moreover, he asked the chapter on the
American Revolution “against the British Crown” to be erased and replaced with a chapter
analysing how “England emerged as a winner from European colonial competition”.412

In the same document, the Deputy Governor expressed his disagreement on the proposal of
the Director of Education to increase the teaching periods of the English Language course at
the expense of the Greek one. The reason for the disagreement was the political reaction that
such a decision of the Government would bring about, and the criticism that it would cause.
Obviously, these actions show that the Colonial Government tried to exercise propaganda by
removing from the curricula anything that could lower the image of Great Britain in students‟
conscience.413 At the same time, the Greek History course would be suspended since it would
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be included in the General European History one, and emphasis would be given only on the
British and Cypriot History.

Apart from the aforementioned intentions of the British, it should be pointed out, that by
introducing the new timetables and curricula in the elementary education, there was an effort
to introduce a more practical direction, which would be closer to the needs of life. The
elementary education of Cyprus finally implemented the theories of the “ζρνιείν εξγαζίαο”,
obtaining some independence from secondary education.414 The need for connecting school
with the needs of the people was portrayed by the introduction of the Greek publication of the
new curricula.

Concerning the language of instruction, the new curricula specified that the reading books
“for the classes a-d will be written in demotic language and for the classes d-f in
katharevousa”,415 which expressed the linguistic policy that was determined by the regulations
of the Law 5991/1933 of the Ministry of Education of Greece. 416 Even though the demotic
language and generally the Demotic movement had strong supporters in Cyprus, in practice,
the teaching of the language was limited. Demotic language was introduced only in the first
four grades of the elementary school, while in the other two grades, the language of
instruction continued to be katharevousa, despite the proposals of Loizos Filippou to the
Educational Council for the opposite. It is worth mentioning that Loizos Filippou was one of
the strongest supporters of the demotic language and the Memorandum that he sent to the
Director of Education was one of his actions that confirmed his support for the introduction of
414
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the demotic language in schools.417 It is indicative that in 1940, the New Year‟s publication
of the magazine Pafos, which he published, was dedicated to the “fifty year anniversary of the
demotic system”.418 This publication brought together scholars and literary men from Greece
and Cyprus that wrote articles with regard to the issue of the language.419

The Grammar course was conducted in a creative way, and not by memorising as it used to
be. In the 6th class, the teaching was conducted without textbooks, a method which the older
schoolteachers opposed to.420 It should also be mentioned that since 1935 the supporting
textbooks were withdrawn, because they were considered as anti-pedagogical, while the
Greek textbooks in Comprehension and Reading were always in use, despite the efforts of the
Office of Education for their replacement.421

In secondary education, the schooling development of the students, the timetables and
curricula should be examined within the socio-economic and cultural context of the period
under investigation. The results of the examination of these issues support that in the 1930s
the effect of the socio-economic conditions on secondary education was negative, while in the
1940s and onwards there appeared to be positive. As it has been aforementioned,422 during
the period of 1931-37, the number of student enrollment at the High School of Pafos was
decreased; the schoolboys from 69 decreased to 42 and the schoolgirls from 50 to 28. This
decrease was a result of the measures undertaken by the School Committee of Pafos in order
to face the financial problems created by the consequences of the economic crisis following
417
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the rejection of the governmental proposals in 1936. One of these measures was the increase
of the tuition fees. In 1932, the total amount of the tuition fees was 300 CYP per year, while
in 1934 it was 428 CYP and, finally, in 1939 it was increased to 503 CYP.423 The result of
these increases was the immediate reaction of the parents, who in 1936, after sending letters to
the School Committee, they threatened that they would withdraw their children from the
school.424

Moreover, the high rates of students‟ withdrawal were affected by the aforementioned
economic reasons. As it has been mentioned above,425 the rates of withdrawal from school
were particularly high during the periods of 1931-1937 and 1950-1956. These high rates of
dropouts that were observed during 1931-1937 occurred because of the bad financial
conditions of the period and the increase of the tuition fees by the School Committee. In
addition, the high rates of dropouts during the period of 1950-1956, can be attributed to the
rough situation that prevailed in the administration of the High School of Pafos during 195355, due to the events for the Crowning of the Queen of England. The rates of the schoolgirl
dropouts remained high and only during the last period a small decrease was observed. The
negative repercussion of the economic outcomes is also evident from the fact that in 1932 the
Physics course was withdrawn “due to financial issues”, as reported in the Proceedings of the
School Committees of Pafos.426
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The increasing rates regarding the student enrollment in secondary education in Pafos after
1940 should be examined within the wider socio-economic context of that period. Apart from
the positive effect that the improvements of the economic conditions had on the schooling
development, the social changes that have been observed during World War ΗΗ and afterwards
had positive effect on the educational development as well.427 The interaction, for instance, of
the residents of Pafos with soldiers and tradesmen from other countries in the 1940s and the
return of the veteran Pafian volunteers in 1945-46, who returned with more money and ideas,
could easily influence the social and thus the schooling development of the citizens.428
Another social change was the integration of a high percentage of women in the workforce of
Pafos, which had a beneficial effect on the social and economic situation of their families.429
Indicative of the positive effects that the socio-economic conditions had on secondary
education in Pafos since 1940 onwards, it was the important increase of the rate of student
enrollment in the High School of Pafos.430 Table 23 (p. 109) shows that in the period of
1931-1960, there was a significant increase in the rate of student enrollment in the province of
Pafos. Particularly important was the increase of the number of student enrollment in Pafos‟
province in the 1950s. Indeed, the highest increase of the rate of schoolgirl enrollment
became noticeable after the year 1955.431 It should be underlined, however, that the events in
1955-59 were to a great extent one of the major reasons for the increase of the school
population in the secondary schools of Pafos. This was due to the fact that the schoolteachers
promoted the need of education for national reasons.432
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Regarding the predominance of the classic direction of the secondary schools in Pafos‟
province, such as the High School of Pafos, the AESPC of Polis Chrysochous and the College
of Pafos (after 1948-49), political-national reasons contributed to emphasise on certain
courses such as classical literature, philosophy and language.433 The classic tradition of the
High School of Pafos was one of the main means for the reinforcement of the students‟
national morale.434 During the period under investigation, this tradition was strengthened
even more with the dynamic involvement in the educational matters of Pafos, of the
Metropolitans of Pafos, Iakovos, Leontios, Kleopas and Fotios.435 Particularly important role
in the preservation of the classic orientation of the High School of Pafos played the
Metropolite Leontios, who was one of the strongest supporters of the Union. 436

This

important role was particularly evident in 1936, when discussing the issue of the choice of the
High School‟s direction and supported the sustenance of the classic type. Indicative of the
favour that he showed to the classic letters, was the establishment in 1933 by himself of the
“Ηαθώβεην Γηαγώληζκα”437 to the honour of his predecessor Metropolite Iakovos.

According to the competition‟s regulations, the “Ηαθώβεην Γηαγώληζκα” was established “in
order to award an annual prize in Greek studies to the best senior student of Pafos
Gymnasium”.438 For the same reasons, but especially for supporting the Religious course, the
Metropolite Leontios established the “Λεόληεην Θξεζθεπηηθό Γηαγώληζκα”439 in 1935 for
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rewarding a graduate student of the High School of Pafos, “who is going to prove other than
his/hers noble ethos and regular church-going, the biggest grade in religious studies in both
written and oral exams”.440 Apart from the above, Metropolite Leontios‟ eagerness in the
classic letters is also displayed in his Circular441 that he sent to priests and schoolteachers. In
particular, he asked the schoolteachers to educate the students, “πνηίδνληεο απηήλ ην γάια ηεο
πξνγνληθήο εκώλ επζεβείαο θαη αλδξίδνληεο απηή δηά ηνπ λάκαηνο ηεο πξνγνληθήο
ζνθίαο”.442 Another reason for the establishment of the classic High School in Pafos was also
the personal contribution of the Presidents and members of the School Committees, who
always had particular preference to the classic letters. Indicative is the fact that the rejection
of the governmental plan by the School Committee of Pafos in 1936, was due to the attitude
held by Loizos Filippou, P. Pashalidis and Nikolaos. I. Nikolaidis, who were strong
supporters of the ancient Greek language and philosophy.443

The classic direction of the secondary schools in Pafos, with the exception of the High School
of Commerce of Polemi, “was offering the subject of Ancient Greek an important position in
timetables”.444 However, the other important development with regard to the curricula was
the establishment of High Schools of Commerce or the establishment of commercial
departments as part of the existed High Schools. Another finding is that the High School of
Pafos, the College of Pafos since the year 1948-49,445 and the AESPC of Polis Chrysochous
followed the corresponding curricula of the schools of Greece. On the contrary, the High
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School of Commerce of Polemi followed the curricula set by the Office of Education of the
Colonial Government until 1959. The commercial direction of the school was established by
the Office of Education for promoting the policy for the establishment of commercial
schools,446 but also to wane the Greek influence, which the British authorities considered it as
an obstacle to their strategic interests.447 These reasons encouraged the preservation of the
High School of Commerce of Polemi aiming at the controversy between that school and the
rest of the High Schools of Pafos‟ province, i.e. the High School of Pafos and the AESPC of
Polis Chrysochous.

In addition, the predominance of the classic direction of the secondary schools in Pafos
should be classified in the wider cultural context that prevailed mainly in Ktima, where the
great influence of the “classical human ideal” was very evident.448 The architecture, for
example, was intensely influenced by the ancient Greek style, portrayed by the public
buildings that could be considered as a landmark in the entry of Ktima even today.449 What is
more, the Association Κηλύξαο, which was founded in 1932 by Loizos Filippou, developed
many activities in line with the “θιαζηθό αλζξώπηλν ηδεώδεο”.

450

It organised an athletic

event called Πάθηα, which was the biggest athletic event in Pafos, as well as athletic
competitions in many villages of the province in which students of the elementary schools
participated. In 1936 and 1946, Κηλύξαο organised the Παγθύπξηνπο Αγώλεο with attendance
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of athletes from Cyprus, mainly aiming at the promotion of the ancient Olympic spirit.451 The
philological memorials of Greek men of letters aimed also at the promotion of the
humanitarian ideal, such as Kostis Palamas, A. Pallis, Z. Papantoniou and the Cypriot poet
Vasilis Michailidis.452

Additionally, Κηλύξαο organised academic lectures for scientific,

historical and folklore issues with speakers from Cyprus and Greece.453 The philological and
musical soirees, where many men of letters and artists from Pafos and the other cities of
Cyprus participated, were also a huge success.454

Furthermore, Κηλύξαο maintained a theatrical branch, which held performances in Ktima,
rural regions of the province and other cities of Cyprus. It is also worth mentioning that
Loizos Filippou together with the man of letters Antis Pernaris published the philological
magazine Πάθνο in the years of 1935-1947.455 This magazine together with the Κππξηαθά
Γξάκκαηα, were the most important literary magazines of Cyprus of that time.456 Κηλύξαο also
published the lecture series “Πεξί ησλ θνξπθαίσλ Κππξίσλ θηινζόθσλ θαη πεδνγξάθσλ” in
1937457 and the series “Πεξί ηεο Κππξηαθήο πνηήζεσο” in 1938.458
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The “θιαζηθό αλζξώπηλν ηδεώδεο” was also noticeable in the intellectual and artistic events
held by the schools. The High School of Pafos specifically, created a tradition with the
performances of theatrical acts of mainly ancient tragedies. Among the acts that were held
were Ηθηγέλεηα ελ Ταύξνηο (1939), Ζιέθηξα (1940), Αληηγόλε (1945), Φνίληζζαη (1946), Εήηω
ε Διιάο, (1951), Θπζία ηνπ Αβξαάκ (1952), Όξθνο ηνπ Πεζακέλνπ (1952), Μήδεηα (1953) and
Τξωάδεο (1954).

Cultural events were also organised by the Associations Πάθνο and

Δπζέβεηα, which included lectures and musical concerts,459 as well as the political parties and
the trade-union organisations of Pafos. The Σνζηαιηζηηθή Πξωηνπνξεία, the Δζληθή Παθηαθή
Έλωζε Νέωλ (ΔΠΔΝ), which belonged to the Mayor Christodoulos Galatopoulos, and AKEL
organised series of lectures and celebrations of national anniversaries. The above mentioned
parties and organisations had also theatrical sections that held performances in the province of
Pafos.460

The Mayor of Pafos, Christodoulos Galatopoulos (1943-1953),461 was also a supporter of the
ancient Greek spirit. Poet himself, with rich literary production,462 founded in 1946 the
Municipal Library of Pafos and established the Παιακηθέο Γηνξηέο, which begun in 1936 by
Loizos Filippou, and they continue to be held from 1951 till our days by the Φπζηνιαηξηθόο
Πλεπκαηηθόο Όκηινο Πάθνπ.463

In the same spirit, many Μνξθωηηθνί Σύιινγνη had

established in the 1940s and developed intellectual and artistic activity in many villages of the
province. In addition, the foundation of the Rural Unions, such as the Παλαγξνηηθή Έλωζε
Κύπξνπ that was founded in 1942 and the Έλωζε Κππξίωλ Αγξνηώλ that was founded in 1949,
459
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contributed to the broadening of the Μνξθωηηθώλ Σπιιόγωλ.464

The aims of these

organisations, “except for the resolution of agricultural problems, was also the intellectual
development of their members”.465 In conclusion, the Greek-Cypriots education in Pafos‟
province was strong enough to survive and improve not only through schools, but also
through the socio-cultural development due the initiatives of its scholar-citizens.
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CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of the thesis was the examination, assessment and evaluation of the
Greek-Cypriots elementary and secondary education in Pafos‟ province during the last period
of the British administration (1931-1960). The research focused on three main axes as these
were outlined in the aforementioned chapters: the administration, the operation and the
content of education in the province of Pafos. On the one hand, the first chapter examined the
development of the administration of education in Pafos and observed the way of its
organisation within the historical context that included both the Church and the Colonial
Government‟s involvement. On the other hand, the second chapter analysed the education‟s
operation in Pafos‟ province and particularly the school‟s management and the type of the
schools that operated that time. It also presented and analysed, in the light of the socioeconomic context, the student enrolment and withdrawal as well as the number of the schools
established and operated.

Moreover, the second chapter examined the content of the

education in Pafos‟ province, i.e. the timetables and curricula as well as the educational
methods, which were implemented in the elementary and secondary educational schools and
investigated the probable effects from the timetables and methods of the corresponding
schools of the rest of Cyprus and Greece. Last but not least, it investigated the probability of
the influence of certain policies from the English educational system to mainly secondary
schools and tried to determine the policy that the Colonial Government sought to impose in
the secondary education of Pafos.

In particular, the first chapter underlined that the dissolution of the Legislative Council,466
which came immediately after the riots of October 1931, enable the Governor to assume

466
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power over education. Through the Education Law of 1933 rigid centralisation was imposed
on the Greek-Cypriots educational system. Under the provisions of this Law, a systematic
shifting of responsibilities was observed from the region to the centre. The provisions of the
Law caused the decrease of the citizens‟ participation and involvement in the education‟s
administration.

Chapter one also revealed that the Colonial Government of Cyprus under the Law 18/1933
implemented the process of the centralisation of the administration of the elementary
education, by placing under its complete control all the mechanisms regarding the
employment of the schoolteachers, their payments as well as the appointment of the
members of the School Committees. The action of the Government to proceed with the
establishment of the aforementioned Law should be seen under the umbrella of the wider
political feelings of that period, and it mainly should be correlated with what had happened
during the revolt of October 1931, where the students of the schools of Cyprus had played a
major role.467 The chapter also considered the intention of the Colonial Government with
the enactment of the new Law 25/1935 with respect to the secondary education.
Government‟s intention was the completion of the governmental control on the educational
issues of the island, specifically after the completion of the process of centralisation in
elementary education by the Law 18/1933.

Concerning the effects of the Law 18/1933 on the elementary education of the villages of
Pafos, we can refer to them as being positive, because of the increased rate of education‟s
growth to several villages of the province.

467
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The Rural Committee had the general

responsibility for the school of the village. It was obliged to take the appropriate actions for
the smooth operation of the school in accordance to the indications of the Inspector of the
Office of Education.468

The most important, however, provisions of the Law that

contributed to the growth of the elementary education in Pafos, were the reinforcement of
the special governmental funds (Education Funds), which granted loans to the Rural
Committees for the construction of school buildings, as well as the control that was enforced
on the financial management of the schools.469 The foregoing provisions contributed to the
increase of the communities who had elementary schools.

The foundation of secondary schools, particularly those of a business direction, both in Pafos
and in the rest of the island, was an important development in the educational matters of
Cyprus in 1931-1960. During the period of 1940-1960, an important improvement in the
economic situation of the island had been observed, which contributed, to a certain degree, to
the improvement of the standard of living.470

The beneficial impact of the economic

improvement was more obvious in the secondary education, which exhibited an impressive
increase both in the number of new secondary schools and in the number of students. An
example of this growth is that only in Pafos, except from the High School of Pafos, the
College of Pafos, the High School of Polis Chrysochous and the High School of Commerce of
Polemi had been founded.471
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The second chapter presented and analysed data regarding student enrolment, timetables and
curricula of both the elementary and secondary education. The difficult financial conditions
that prevailed over Cyprus during the period 1931-1934, caused a small increase of student
enrollment during 1931-1960 and a high percentage of withdrawal rates until 1940.472
Moreover, negative consequences in the education of Pafos were also caused by the social
environment.473 The rate of illiteracy, for example, was one of the highest on the island.474
However, as it has been aforementioned, with regard to the elementary education in the 1930s
student enrollment was increased. The increase rate of the schoolgirl enrollment after 1940,
which was one of the highest in Cyprus, was indicative of the improvement of the elementary
education in Pafos.475 The improvement of the socio-economic conditions that were observed
in Pafos after 1940476 can explain the schooling development477 during that period as well.
Indeed, the various military projects that were constructed by the English for the needs of
World War II, especially in the province of Pafos, had a positive impact in the economy of the
province, which had been greatly undermined during the 1930s.478

The second chapter presented also the timetables, curricula and the language of instruction of
the elementary education schools in order to demonstrate the policy that the English followed
on the aforementioned issues.

Additionally, in secondary education, the schooling

development of the students, the timetables and curricula examined within the socioeconomic and cultural context of the period under investigation.
472
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examination of these issues supported that in the 1930s the effect of the socio-economic
conditions on secondary education was negative, while in the 1940s onwards there appeared
to be positive.

On the whole, in considering the evidence provided in the thesis one could say that two main
changes were introduced in both elementary and secondary education by the British
administration. The first important change was introduced in elementary education. In
September 1935 a new curriculum drawn up by the Education Department was introduced in
all elementary schools. The change included also “sweeping changes in the content and the
teaching methods of most subjects and in particular history and geography”,479 the
substitution of local readers480 for those prepared in Greece by the Greek Ministry of
Education, and the introduction of history of Cyprus textbooks written in Cyprus. 481 The
explicit intention was the Cypriotisation of the two communities.482 As the Colonial Report
proudly put it, “the programmes of Orthodox-Christians and Moslem schools now differ in
nothing but their religion and language of instruction”.483

The second change was connected with Greek secondary education. After a three-year period
of hectic consultation in the Colonial Office on whether the Greek secondary schools ought to
be very strictly controlled or taken over by government and forced to modify their nationalist
curriculum, a policy which was very much favoured by the governor of Cyprus, the Secretary
479
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of State finally decided as an alternative to accept an indirect control (registration of schools
and teachers) over these schools and proceed with establishment of government schools. Two
reasons were given for this decision. It was realised that closing down the Greek schools
would be in opposition to the colonial policy circulated to all colonial governments on 25
October 1930, on the recommendation of the Advisory Committee on Education in the
Colonies, that “voluntary educational efforts are welcomed”.484 Conversely, if the Greek
schools were forced to alter their curriculum, they would stop being recognised by the
Government of Greece and their leavers would not be accepted at the universities of Greece.
Such a change was believed to be in opposition to the educational interests of Cyprus. The
choice of Cypriots studying in British in preference to Greek or Turkish universities was
regarded as impracticable at the time because of much higher cost that this would incur.485

Therefore, in 1952 the government carried on with the establishment of the public-aided
schools, another kind of multiracial school, which would accommodate Greek and Turkish
children alike. In addition, the Teachers Training College, a government normal school
which established in 1937, was a multiracial institution and took the place of the teacher
training schools which functioned in parallel for the two ethnic communities until 1935.486
The language of instruction in the multiracial schools was English.

This contributed

extremely towards the swift propagation of the English language and culture. English was
also introduced as a compulsory subject in the large Greek and Turkey primary schools, at
first in the top two and, a few years later, in the top three grades. The teaching of English was

484
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also to a great extent expanded in many communal Greek secondary schools after government
made it a condition for government grant-in-aid.487

In general, during the period under investigation (1931-1960) the government education
policy can be described as “utilitarian and progressive because, in addition to the academic
schools, it also promoted technical and vocational education in a move to provide the
technical skills Cyprus needed after World War II for its technological and economic
development”.488 Overall, the British educational policy could be said that it was a product of
constant development which formulated mainly in London. This was made necessary because
of the tense political situation. It can also be said that this educational policy was the result of
the interplay of many factors: ideological, religious, cultural, social, economic and political.
The specific historical background (discussed in the introduction), though, was such that the
two major factors were the political and the economic ones with the political factor to be the
most important of the two.489

Indeed, during 1931-1960 the colonial government use education in promoting its political
aims. To this respect it applied four different kinds of measures: political,490 financial,491
legal492 and educational.493 Related to these measures was the need the colonial government
487
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felt to legitimate its presence in Cyprus. In 1931 for the first time it called its colonial report
an “Annual Report on the Social and Economic Progress of the People of Cyprus”. It is
evident that the colonial government tried to promote its political objectives by creating
certain economic interests. In fact the whole policy was encapsulated in the words of the
Director of Education J. R. Cullen, who maintained that the “Cypriotisation of the services
[had] a great political value in stabilising as least a section of the Cypriot population by giving
them and their relations a stake in the administration”.494

In conclusion, the evidence presented in the thesis has shown that the colonial government has
failed to formulate an educational policy that effectively took into account the particular
political and cultural characteristic of the island. One thing that can be said from the outset
about the colonial education policy in Cyprus is that “it was not uniform and it was not
always explicit”.495 It took a long time to be formulated and it changed remarkably during the
eighty-two years of the British administration in response to local conditions and, in general,
as a result of conflict with the political and religious leaders of the Greek-Cypriot community,
who continuously and systematically promoted the political union of Cyprus with Greece.
Indeed, the two generalisations that can be made about the colonial education policy in
Cyprus are that it was an elusive “adapted education”496 policy and that it can be described as
the product of the colonial government‟s response to local conditions.

Whitehead‟s

conclusion in his book Comparative Education that “the characteristic of British colonial
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education policy owed more to the volition of the governed than to the persuasive powers of
colonial officials”497 is exceptionally confirmed in the case of Cyprus.498
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